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Executive Summary 
 
SIPLACE Center Asia (SCA) is an original equipment manufacturer for surface 
mounted technology placement machine. It has been ranked in the top three positions of the 
global market for the past decade. But in recent years, many competitors are putting a fierce 
fight for bigger piece of the global market share. The sales volume of SIPLACE placement 
machines has been declining and thus profits are decreasing at an alarming rate. It is known 
that SIPLACE products are more expensive compared to other competitors. Despite 
promoting higher performance and better quality, pricing has a big impact on customers 
decision. Therefore the growth strategy has been revised to focus on cost leadership so that 
better pricing can be offer to customers and hopefully to regain back market share. 
 
One way to achieve cost leadership is to adopt Lean Manufacturing in the supply 
chain. A new Lean framework was introduced for SCA since traditional Lean framework 
liked Toyota Production System is catered for organization wide level. The proposed 
framework covers three key aspects: Process, Product and People which are vital for Lean 
Manufacturing. Various Lean tools liked value stream mapping, cellular manufacturing, JIT, 
Kanban, Heijunka, 5S, standardized work, Poka Yoke and Kaizen have been deployed for 
each of the key aspects. These Lean tools have enabled SCA to identify the seven Muda 
wastes in the supply chain and improvement activities have been planned for further action. 
 
Once the identified wastes are eliminated, benefits like lead time and cycle time 
reduction, lesser floor space, lower inventory, less rework due to quality issue, increased 
competency can potentially help SCA to reduce its production cost and gained competitive 
advantage. This implies that SCA will be able to offer better pricing for its SIPLACE 
machines to the customers and at the same time achieved operational excellence. A new Lean 
implementation roadmap was also been proposed to ensure successful deployment of Lean 
Manufacturing to the supply chain. It is noted that Lean Manufacturing deployment is a 
continuous cycle so that a Lean culture is sustainable within the organization. Continuous 
improvement is a key element of operational excellence for any manufacturers. Moreover 
management and workers commitments are equally important to ensure success in this 
organizational change.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
Todays manufacturing industries are operating at a whole new paradigm. Most 
industrialists will try to maximize efficiency in order to save operational costs. This means 
mass production, standardized products, reduced workforce and shorter lead time. As a result, 
Frederick Taylors Scientific Management was well received in the early 19th century. 
However industries have evolved together with the dynamic demand from customers where 
they need to be more efficient, effective and provide variety of good quality products at lower 
prices. This is almost an impossible goal to achieve since good quality products are 
traditionally associated with rises in operational costs. 
 
       
Figure 1: Profit maximization via Lean 
 
Fortunately, there are systems which help to improve organizations effectiveness and 
one of the most successful of these systems is Lean. Lean can eliminate non value-added 
activities, reduce operating costs, and accelerate processes by reducing waste and cycle time. 
Figure 1 illustrates that we can maximize our profits without increase in price by reducing the 
operating costs. This will definitely provides competitive advantage to any manufacturers 
which adopt Lean Manufacturing.  
 
This management project will explore how an original equipment manufacturer 
(OEM) of surface mounted technology (SMT) placement machine can benefit from Lean 
Manufacturing by adopting it inside its supply chain management. A new Lean 
Manufacturing framework was introduced to suit the needs of the selected organization. An 
implementation roadmap will also be discussed to highlight critical milestones and possible 
pitfalls that can be encountered by the organization during deployment. 
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SIPLACE Center Asia and D-Series product line 
 
Siemens AG is a global leader in electrical engineering industry for more than a 
century. It consists of 6 main divisions: Automation & Control, Medical, Power, 
Transportation, Information and Communications, and Lighting (Siemens, 2007). Under the 
Automation & Control division, the Electronics Assembly (EA) business unit (BU) is a 
leading manufacturer of placement machines for Surface Mounted Technology (SMT) 
electronic components. EA is headquartered in Munich, Germany but with presence in 
Singapore, USA and China.  
 
In recent years, the emergence of new economies liked India and China has caught the 
attention of many companies to shift their target market segment to Asia. Therefore EA 
decided to move part of its production plant to Asia in 2003 so that it can serve its customers 
better which are mainly contract manufacturers. The production plant called SIPLACE Center 
Asia (SCA) is strategically located in Singapore to manufacture a product line of SMT 
placement machines. The placement machines are usually customized according to 
customers requirements and most of them are based in Asia. SIPLACE Center Asia as shown 
in Figure 2 has a total of 140 staff working at executive and non-executive levels. Majority of 
them are part of the production team because the products require lots of manual installation 
and testing activities.  
 
 
Figure 2: SIPLACE Center Asia 
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Other than acting as a production plant, SIPLACE Center Asia is also a Centre of 
Competence (CoC) where it provides sales and services to customers. It is feasible to put a 
production plant supported with sales and services in Asia so that SCA can offer a whole 
range of products and services that suit all the needs of its customers. Since SCA is one of the 
production plants of Electronics Assembly, it produces only one product line of the SMT 
placement machines which is the D-Series. 
 
 
 
Figure 3: SIPLACE D-Series product line of SMT placement machine (D1, D2 and D4) 
 
As technology advances in semiconductor industries, many electronic components use 
Surface Mounted Technology where components are placed on bare printed circuit board 
(PCB) and the solder joints are melted using reflow ovens. SIPLACE D-Series is a product 
line of SIPLACE SMT placement machines as shown in Figure 3 enables miniature 
components as small as 0.01 x 0.005 inches to be placed accurately on PCBs. 
 
SIPLACE D-Series product line consists of D1, D2 and D4. Each of these products is 
capable of placing SMT components up till 66,000 components per hour. Most printed circuit 
board assembly (PCBA) manufacturers use these placement machines due to their high speed 
and accuracy which are critical for mass production lines. Moreover manufacturers are able to 
configure these placement machines easily within short period of time so that they can 
manufacture other products of different applications. 
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Organization growth strategy and product line market growth 
 
D-Series product line was introduced to the high end SMT placement machine market 
segment in 2005. The products were well received by high end customers due to their 
innovation, precision and speed. SIPLACE D-Series also won several prestigious awards for 
technological innovation and design. There were many news coverage and publications in 
industrial magazines which helps to publicize the products. However in 2007, there was 
evidence of declining sales of these products. Although there was a slowdown in the 
electronics industry during that period, other competitors which suffered the same setback as 
with SCA, did not encountered drastic decline in sales volume. 
 
Since D-Series product line has been in the market for couple of years, SCA need to 
redefine its growth strategy. According to Ansoff Matrix as shown in Figure 4, SCA adopted 
the market penetration strategy. As high end SMT market segment does not changes rapidly, 
SCA needs to capture more market share with its existing products in the current market 
segment. 
 
 
Figure 4: Ansoff Matrix of D-Series product line 
 
Market penetration strategy is a good strategy in a growing market since it leverages 
on SCAs competencies and resources. However due to the fact that the high end SMT market 
segment is quite saturated, to gain additional market share is difficult unless competitors face 
problems in financial or capacity issues. Many product marketing activities such as 
participation in global trade exhibitions was organized to achieve this goal of market 
penetration. On the other hand, the competitors also did the same things and thus fierce 
competitions emerged among all SMT placement machine manufacturers where everyone 
wants a bigger slice of market share in the saturated market segment. 
 
Market Penetration 
 
Market Development 
 
Product 
Development 
 
Diversification 
Existing Markets 
New Markets 
Existing Products New Products 
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In order for us to analyze in detail the market dominance of D-Series product portfolio 
in the market, we can utilize Boston Consulting Group (BCG) Market Growth Share Matrix. 
Figure 5 shows all the D-Series products according to their respective positions in term of 
market growth and market share. 
 
 
Figure 5: SIPLACE D-Series product line in SMT placement machine market 
 
It is obvious that all these products lie within Dog or Problem Child quadrants. This 
means D4 should be phased out since it has small market share and tied up resources which 
can be used better elsewhere. D1 and D2 are in the Problem Child quadrant indicates that 
these products are consuming resources and generate minimum profits. As to the question 
whether they will become more profitable remains unknown. In order to understand more of 
growth strategy plans for these products, we need to analyze competitiveness of the entire 
SMT placement machine industry. 
 
Industry competitiveness and organization competitive advantage 
 
Porters Five Forces Model of Competitive Rivalry (Porter, 1979) is a useful concept 
that gives a very good insight of the current industry competitiveness. A Porters Five Forces 
Model as shown in Figure 6 was done to investigate the competitiveness of the SMT 
placement machine industry. Suppliers have high bargaining power due to low volume and 
high mix of the parts. It also takes considerable amount of time to develop suppliers to reach 
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required quality level. Buyers have high bargaining power because the finished products are 
costly and usually purchased by limited medium to big-sized contract manufacturers who are 
very price sensitive. Auto insertion machines posed minimal threat to substitute SMT 
placement machine since it is limited to place larger components. But advancement of high 
density system on chip may be a threat because more components are integrated into a single 
chip and thus reducing number of components on printed circuit boards.  
 
 
Figure 6: Porter’s Five Forces Model of Competitive Rivalry 
 
Threat of new entrant into the industry is very low because of the high initial capital 
investment since proprietary technologies like motion control and vision system are huge 
deterrent to any new players into the industry. Since there are only few comparable 
competitors in the industry, everyone is trying to capture a larger share of the market by 
introducing higher performance machines at lower cost of ownership. The industry is still 
attractive due to its profit margin though it is very competitive to gain a significant market 
share. 
 
In order to have clear picture of EA position in the SMT placement machine market, a 
SWOT analysis was carried out on EA. Figure 7 showed that EA has notable strength in R&D 
and small development cycles. However it incurred huge R&D cost and its presence in Asia is 
very limited compared to other competitors. EA offer supporting machines like automated 
optical inspection (AOI) to complement its SMT placement machine. Strong alliances with 
top-notch technical institutions help to improve product development. But EA is subjected to 
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changes in technology of semiconductors and market demand which could threaten its growth 
rate. 
 
Strengths 
ƒ Small development cycles 
ƒ Strong R&D 
ƒ Offer new technology 
ƒ Strong in Europe market 
Weaknesses 
ƒ High R&D cost; need quick returns 
ƒ Limited Asia presence 
Opportunities 
ƒ Capture untapped market in Asia 
ƒ Offer supporting machine like AOI 
ƒ Alliances with technical research institutes 
to develop newer products 
Threats 
ƒ Ability to adapt to changes brought by lead 
free paradigm 
Figure 7: SWOT Analysis on Siemens Electronic Assembly 
 
Analysis of any industry can be done using the Structure-Conduct-Performance (SCP) 
which was developed by Edward Mason in 1939 claiming that market share is crucial in 
determining production and pricing policy of a firm (Mason, 1939). Topology of an oligopoly 
market structure is that only few firms having large share in the market and the size of these 
firms are large. The three largest OEM of SMT placement machines are Panasonic, Siemens 
and Fuji as shown in Figure 8 (Frost and Sullivan, 2003).  
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Figure 8: SMT placement machine market share analysis (World), 2003 
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Three-firm concentration ratio (CR3) is a measure of total market share of three firms 
with the largest market share and in this case it is 0.49. Due to the small number of firms in 
oligopoly market, the firms are strategic interdependence compared to monopoly which has 
none. One analysis tool that can help to analyze interaction between oligopolistic firms is 
game theory. Game theory examines the best strategy for a firm to use based on each 
assumption about its rivals behaviour. This mathematical theory of strategic interdependence 
was developed by nuclear physicist, John von Neumann to define nuclear strategies for 
military (von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1944). When all non-cooperative players are 
playing to their best replies given what other players actions taken, the outcome is called Nash 
Equilibrium (Nash, 1950). An outcome of a game is said to be Pareto efficient if the outcome 
cannot be relocated to other possible outcomes that make one player better off without 
making another worse off (Kirzner, 2000). 
 
 
Figure 9: Product Lifecycle of D-Series placement machines 
 
Since the D-Series product line has reached its maturity stage in product lifecycle as 
illustrated in Figure 9, EA initiated strategic price reduction hoping to capture mass target 
customers by creating blue oceans (Kim and Mauborgne, 2005). However rival competitors 
adopted Tit-for-Tat (TFT) strategy which is expected in an infinitely repeated Prisoners 
Dilemma game (Brembs, 1996). As a result, the surge in sale volume faded and was not 
sustainable. Although price is the only marketing mix element that generates revenue, it is 
never a good strategy to engage in price war with competitors (Jobber, 2007). EA should 
adopt a better approach like introducing new innovative features which may delight customers 
who are not price-sensitive and thus avoid any price war with existing competitors by 
revealing its strategic intent (Rao, Bergen and Davis, 2000). Moreover EA can also introduce 
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online store which lead to disintermediation and customers are able to customize orders 
directly according to their needs (Doyle, 2006). 
 
Objective and scope of management project 
 
It is evident that SCA needs to deploy new strategy in order to remain competitive in 
the SMT placement machine industry. Since the D-Series product line is at maturity stage and 
price reduction is not an option for strategic growth, SCA should explore in cost reduction 
activities. If the product costs are lowered, there are still profits to be made assuming the 
prices remain unchanged. Therefore SCA needs to adopt Lean Manufacturing to optimize its 
production activities and to reduce the overall production costs. 
 
It is the aim of this management project to investigate SCA potential of achieving 
operational excellence which gives competitive advantage over its competitors. In order to 
achieve operational excellence, it is proposed that various Lean techniques be used in the 
supply chain. A new Lean framework will also be proposed to suit the needs of SCA. Several 
performance measurements like lead time, cycle time, inventory and quality level will be 
monitored to gauge the degree of success if those Lean initiatives are institutionalized. 
 
An implementation roadmap will be proposed to highlight tasks and resources needed. 
Although the project covers on Lean Manufacturing in the supply chain, it does not cover the 
entire supply chain which includes suppliers and distribution channels. All the improvement 
activities are to be done internally within the supply chain.   
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Chapter 2: Strategy and Lean 
 
SCA has always tried to aim for cost leadership and to differentiate from competitors 
as illustrated by Porters competitive advantage model in Figure 10. Although Porter does not 
agree that we can aim for both cost leadership and differentiation simultaneously (Porter, 
1987), SCA must nevertheless stand out from other competitors.  
 
 
Figure 10: Porter’s competitive advantage model 
 
One way of SCA can be different is to focus on its core competencies. Its cutting edge 
technologies in motion control and vision system should be patented to protect SCA 
intellectual property rights. Various cost reduction activities have been explored to help SCA 
obtain good positioning in the market (Porter, 1996). Porters Value Chain can be used to 
identify activities of SCA that can reduce cost. 
 
 
Figure 11: Porter’s Value Chain 
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The Value Chain illustrated in Figure 11 provides a framework for cost leadership and 
differentiation. Resource based view via core competence is a more complicated strategy 
approach. It is based on the collective learning in the organization on how to coordinate 
diverse production skills and integrate multiple streams of technology (Prahalad and Hamel, 
1990). Therefore to achieve operational excellence, we first have to relook into our existing 
business processes at organization level. 
 
Business Process Management 
 
SCA has its own business processes defined according to the Siemens Reference 
Process House as shown in Figure 12. The Siemens Reference Process House covers the 
entire organization processes including Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Product 
Lifecycle Management (PLM), Supply Chain Management (SCM), Management Processes 
and Support Processes. 
 
 
Figure 12: Siemens Reference Process House 
 
In order to achieve best-in-class supply chain management, Supply Chain Operations 
Reference (SCOR) model is used as a strategic planning tool to manage the complexity of 
supply chain management. The SCOR model is developed by the Supply Chain Council 
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(SCC) for management in strategic decision making (Huan, Sheoran and Wang, 2004). Key 
processes of the SCOR model are Plan, Source, Make, Deliver and Return. In the Plan 
process, material planning and forecasting are made to ensure continuous supply of material 
for production of goods. Then, in Source process, purchasing activities are initiated to buy 
materials based on the Bill-of-Material (BOM). All incoming goods inspection, assembly and 
final testing activities are done in the Make process. Distribution of finished goods via 
logistics is defined in the Deliver process and finally the Return process covers activities of all 
returned parts from customers.  
 
The entire Business Process Management is modeled in an enterprise resource 
planning (ERP) system called SAP R/3. ERP systems are based on a suite of integrated 
software modules and a common central database (Laudon and Laudon, 2006). The ERP 
system helps to process orders from customers which usually have certain degree of 
customization in features. SCA produces standard SMT placement machines which are then 
customized to customers requirements. It is necessary to have some degree of customization 
in the products apart from the standard configurations since customers have different needs.  
In order to cater for a diversified customer segment, SCA manufactures only standard product 
line and offers optional add-ons for additional functionalities. This flexibility approach 
enabled SCA to provide variety for customers and yet without incurring higher cost. It can be 
best described as a type flexibility based on FBI Flexibility Model (Shaw, 2004). Before we 
can start to explore the possibility of implementing Lean in the supply chain, we need to 
analyze the Supply Chain Management (SCM) strategy. It is imperative that we align the 
Lean initiatives according to the supply chain management strategy.  
 
Supply Chain Management strategy 
 
SCA adopts balanced scorecard (BSC) as shown in Figure 13 to monitor its overall 
key business strategies. The balanced scorecard complements financial measures of past 
performance with measures of the drivers of future performance. The objectives and measures 
reflect the organization performance in four different perspectives: financial, customer, 
internal business process, and learning and growth (Kaplan and Norton, 1996). These four 
perspectives provide an indication to SCA where it needs to improve or monitor more closely 
the activities that are crucial to its business performance. 
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Figure 13: Balanced scorecard 
 
The balanced scorecard of the entire SCA is shown in Figure 14. It highlights the key 
strategic goals of the organization covering all its business processes. The learning and 
growth perspective is replaced by Potential in the balanced scorecard because SCA viewed it 
as potentials of its workers in terms of skills, knowledge and qualifications. 
 
 
Figure 14: SCA Strategy Map 
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After the SCA balance scorecard has been derived, we need to analyze further into the 
supply chain management balanced scorecard as illustrated in Figure 15. The supply chain 
management balanced scorecard is derived from the SCA balanced scorecard. This is 
necessary to achieve alignment in strategic goals which is common to create enterprise-
derived value by sharing common processes among multiple key business processes (Kaplan 
and Norton, 2006).  
 
 
Figure 15: SCM balanced scorecard 
 
These business strategies aim to provide high performance and quality products, 
dynamic business model adaptable to customer trend, and best-in-class supply chain 
management. Such ambitious strategies are necessary to drive the whole organization to 
achieve business excellence and gain competitive advantage in the SMT placement machine 
industry. Other than the mentioned key business strategies, SCA also have complementing 
business strategies which are development of new generation of management and talent 
management of key personnel.  It is clear that based on the SCM balanced scorecard, 
operational excellence is necessary to achieve the strategic objectives as defined in Figure 15. 
Strategic objectives liked costs reduction, quality and delivery improvements are typically 
difficult to achieve simultaneously. Therefore it is imperative that a radical change in the 
existing supply chain management must be done to achieve these strategic objectives. One 
way to achieve best-in-class supply chain management is to implement Lean Manufacturing. 
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Lean Manufacturing 
 
During the early 19th century, there were many methodologies or paradigms 
introduced by various prominent industrialists to improve production in the industries as 
shown in Figure 16. Frederick Taylor introduced Scientific Management where he strived to 
achieve efficiency in resources. He standardized work to gain uniformity and did time study 
to increase production speed. Moreover each worker is specialized only in one task that they 
are overspecialized to do other things. This causes rigidity in deployment of workers around 
the production floor. Henry Ford introduced assembly line concepts which are catered for 
mass production. However he limited the variety of products offered to customers, which 
renders it invalid in todays customer demands context. Then quality gurus liked Edwards 
Deming and Joseph Juran emphasized on quality management which is still applicable till 
now. 
 
 
Figure 16: Lean timeline 
 
Toyota Production System (TPS) is often known as Lean or Lean Manufacturing 
was introduced by Taiichi Ohno to the world during the 1950s (Liker, 2004). In fact, Lean 
Manufacturing is a process management philosophy derived from the Toyota Production 
System. Many people thought that Lean is a group of tools use to improve production flow 
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and reduce waste. Lean does not focus on machines utilization and efficiency but rather focus 
the whole production flow through the total process.  
 
Many organizations are impressed with the benefits achieved by Toyota with its 
unique Toyota production system. Therefore they started to explore ways on how to adopt the 
Toyota production system into their organizations. Other than manufacturing organizations, 
service industry players are also keen on adopting the Toyota production system or Lean 
within the context of providing services. It is no doubt that Lean Manufacturing has helped 
organizations to improve on their production systems by using Lean tools as shown in Figure 
17. 
 
 
Figure 17: Lean tools 
 
Each of the Lean tools has its own unique usage with the objective of improving 
certain key performance of any organizations whether they are manufacturing or service 
industries. The following are brief descriptions of each of the Lean tools from Toyota 
production system shown in Figure 17 (Martin, 2007): 
 
x Kanban 
Kanban is a card or sign that is attached to specific parts in the production line 
signifying the delivery of a given quantity. It helps to signal suppliers or upstream 
production operations when it is time to replenish limited stock of raw materials or 
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work-in-progress (WIP) in a just-in-time system. Kanban could also be in the form of 
electronic messages, empty containers or empty spaces. Kanban is used in a pull 
system where materials are being pulled for processing according to customer 
demands. 
 
x Poka Yoke 
It is a combination of techniques to prevent errors or detect them before they cause 
any problem later in the products. Poka Yoke sometimes called mistake proofing helps 
to reduce rework or screening activities since it does not allow error to happen at all. 
Typical way to eliminate error is to design parts in such manner that they cannot be 
assembled wrongly. Sometimes when error cannot be eliminated, there should be 
sensor in place to raise alarm if error is detected. This ensures that the error will not be 
passed on to the next process and out to external customers.  
 
x Kaizen 
Kaizen or commonly called Continuous Improvement Process (CIP) is an activity to 
reduce or eliminate waste from a process. Experienced teams conduct Kaizen 
activities by studying existing processes and identify possible improvement areas. 
Processes are analyzed in details to search for factors that contribute to process waste. 
Brainstorming sessions are done at preliminary stage to pinpoint possible root causes. 
Then the team can used problem solving methods to come out with solutions.  
 
x Cellular Manufacturing 
It is a concept where equipment and work cells are arranged in a manner to facilitate 
small lot size continuous production flow. All operation activities to produce the 
products or sub-assemblies are done within close proximity so that operators can 
provide quick feedback on quality issues. Operators within a work cell are normally 
cross-trained and able to do multiple tasks when needed. Small work cell layouts 
reduce floor space and transport time of parts between different processes. 
 
x Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) 
This concept aims to eliminate all machine failures related to maintenance 
breakdowns. It is divided into four major methods namely preventive maintenance, 
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corrective maintenance, eliminating maintenance and emergency maintenance. TPM 
ensures continuous material flow through the system by improving reliability, 
availability and operational standardization. Overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) is 
used in TPM as a total measure of performance that relates the availability of a process 
to the productivity and quality. 
 
x Jidoka 
Jidoka is also called autonomation which is one of the two pillars of Toyota 
Production System. It uses sensors to inspect defects in the production line and stop 
the whole line once a defect is found. After a defect has been identified and corrected, 
the production can only then proceed to flow again. This helps to free the equipment 
from regular operator intervention and allow operators to oversee multiple operations. 
Hence it separates operators from the machines which reduced risk of human error. 
 
x 5S 
This concept has five elements which are Sort, Sustain, Standardize, Shine and 
Straighten. It is commonly used as initial phase of creating visual gemba (workplace). 
The five elements of 5S comprise of sorting out things which are suppose to be in 
workplace from those which should not be present, sustaining the improvements, 
standardized all tasks, maintain workplace cleanliness and straighten out what is left in 
workstation.  
 
x Single Minute Exchange of Die (SMED) 
It is a combination of techniques used to ensure that changeover processes from one 
product type to another product type are made quickly within the takt time. The basis 
of this concept is to reduce machine or job setup time to allow more setups per unit 
time. This means the overall lead time associated with machine or job changeovers to 
be reduced accordingly. As a result, lesser inventory investment for an organization is 
needed and smaller lot sizes used for each jobs. 
 
x Value Stream Mapping 
It is a map that shows how information and material flow from supplier to customer 
via internal processes. All activities whether value added or non-value added activities 
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are exhibited in the flow. A current state map is plotted in the beginning to reflect the 
existing flow in the system. Then a future state map is drawn to indicate the desired 
flow of material and information within the internal processes. The map enables non-
value added activities to be identified so that various improvement projects can be 
initiated to reduce or remove these wastes. 
 
x Heijunka 
It is also called production smoothing technique which adapts production to 
fluctuating demand from customers. Customer demand must be met at customer 
preferred delivery times. However manufacturers prefer stable production to maximize 
their supply chain resources. Instead of producing large batch size of different product 
types, smaller batch size of different product types are produced continuously. This 
means it will incur lots of changeover in the production line and thus short changeover 
time is critical. 
 
x Standardized Work 
Works which are standardized help to reduce scrap and rework due to defects caused 
by variation in work done using different ways. Standardized work is a combination of 
best way to do things, inspection standards and diagrams explaining how to do work in 
most efficient way. It provides a routine for consistency of an operation and a basis for 
improvement. Standardized work also facilitates organizations in maintaining their 
International Standards Organization (ISO) certification. 
 
Although there are many Lean tools available, most organizations may only use some 
of them depending on their respective business models and relevance. Many of the Lean tools 
are catered for manufacturing industry since they originated from Toyota which is in car 
manufacturing industry. Hence each organization may have its own unique Lean framework 
within the entire business model. The degree of success in implementing Lean into an 
organization lies with how well the Lean framework being established and whether it 
encompassed the organizations goals. There are many variants of Lean framework 
introduced by different organizations from various industries. Unfortunately there is no one 
common Lean framework that can be adopted by every organization without modification. 
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Lean framework 
 
Lean Manufacturing always described that every organizations has waste which 
should be removed because they are non value added activities. All business activities can be 
categorized into 3 main groups: value added, non value added and business non value added 
activities. Business non value added activities liked statutory requirements, government 
regulations are special type of non value added activities but necessary for business operation. 
Therefore business non value added activities cannot be totally eliminated but may be 
reduced. 
 
Lean identifies three main types of waste: muda non value added activity, muri 
overburden and mura unevenness. Muri involves planning of processes whether the work 
can be avoided while mura focus on fluctuation in scheduling capacity of production. Muda 
typically originated from poor process design or management. Most of them can be 
eliminated or reduced to minimum level without affecting the business performance. There 
are seven types of muda shown in Figure 18: transportation, overproduction, motion, over 
processing, defect, inventory and waiting (Chase, Jacobs and Aquilano, 2006). There is an 
additional type of muda which is less commonly known called unused employee creativity. 
All of these non value added activities are explicitly incorporated into every tasks of all 
business processes which are normally unaware by management teams.  
 
 
Figure 18: Seven wastes of MUDA 
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One of the most well known Lean frameworks is the Toyotas 14 Principles. All 14 
Toyota Way Principles can be broadly divided into 4 main categories: Philosophy, Process, 
People/Partners and Problem Solving as illustrated in Figure 19. They can be called 4P model 
of Toyota Way. Most organizations which adopt Lean are focusing mainly at the Process 
level. These organizations will not be able to harness the true benefit of Lean which is a 
culture of continuous improvement. The true power of Toyota Production System lies with 
continuous improvement culture which is required for sustaining the principles of Toyota 
Way. It is evident that success is achieved when the whole organization build up a learning 
culture where everyone strive towards continuous improvement and learning. The People and 
Partners level highlighted the importance of investing in staff development since they are the 
greatest assets of any organizations which are difficult and costly to replace or substitute.  
 
 
Figure 19: 4P model of Toyota Way 
 
Toyota Production System best practices can be represented in a simple Toyota 
Production System house diagram as shown in Figure 20. The Toyota Production System is 
supported by two pillars: Just-in-Time (JIT) which is a common characteristic associated to 
Toyota Production System and Jidoka which is not letting defects passed on to the next 
operation and freeing up people from the machines. The foundation elements which include 
leveled production, standardized processes, visual management and philosophy helps to 
strengthen the base of Toyota Production System. All these structures help to achieve goals of 
best quality, lowest cost and shortest lead time. 
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Figure 20: The Toyota Production System 
 
It has been mentioned earlier that not every elements of Toyota Production System 
framework apply to every organizations. No doubt that all organizations strive to become 
world class manufacturers or service providers but we need to be careful when deciding on 
using standard frameworks. There are no hard and fast rule that which framework is the best 
and suitable for all but rather which elements are applicable in the context of the interested 
organization and its strategic objectives. An example would be Just-in-Time in service 
oriented organizations like consultancy. There are no products or inventories involved in these 
organizations and hence JIT is not applicable to achieve a Lean structure. 
 
 
Figure 21: 3P Lean model of Supply Chain Management 
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Therefore it is recommended that SCA adopts a new Lean framework to be 
implemented in its supply chain.  I proposed a new 3P Lean model which comprises of 
Process, Product and People as illustrated in Figure 21 to be used in SCAs supply chain 
management. This 3P Lean model contains the key aspects of Lean Manufacturing in 
manufacturing organizations. It focuses on the supply chain management to identify waste 
which can be eliminated or reduced to minimum. 
 
Process aspect involves the optimization of key processes by analyzing the entire 
value stream of the supply chain. It is important that organizations are able to identify their 
competency in adding value into their products. All unnecessary activities must be reduced or 
eliminated as they are wastes and do not benefit neither the organization nor the customers. 
Processes which are well optimized helped to shorten lead time and cycle time.  
 
Product aspect highlights the needs to analyze flow of materials that make the end 
products. The flow of materials, either raw materials or work-in-progress (WIP), is crucial for 
ensuring smooth production flow. Any sudden fluctuation in demand will impact the supply 
chain and thus the ripple effect may cause chaos in the material flow and planning. As a 
result, smoothing the production flow is vital to ensure meeting demands regardless of any 
sudden fluctuations.  
 
People aspect covers quality related to production workers who are directly or 
indirectly involved in making the products. Most of the quality improvement activities are 
dependant on the peoples commitment. Therefore it is imperative that a quality culture must 
be instilled in everyone daily work. Quality work culture will inherently produce quality 
products which is true when good people management skills are being employed.  
 
The proposed 3P Lean model identified the key aspects of supply chain which SCA 
can further be improved in order to achieve operational excellence. It is noted that the 3P 
Lean model will only covered supply chain processes except suppliers and distribution 
processes. Therefore it will not analyze the entire supply chain from suppliers till customers 
but rather on internal processes to manufacture the finished products. All these three aspects 
will be further investigated to identify their suitability for implementation in SCA supply 
chain, and their respective advantages and limitations will also be elaborated in details.  
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Chapter 3: Process Aspect 
 
The Process aspect of the proposed 3P Lean model highlights optimization of value 
stream. There is no doubt that every organization has its own unique value streams due to 
their manufacturing processes based on product types. Raw materials have to undergo a 
stream of processes before the final products are made. All these processes are ideally to add 
values to the finished products but it is practically impossible in reality. Therefore we can 
assumed that each of these processes contain value add and non-value add elements. Ideally 
all non-value add elements must be eliminated to achieve true Lean Manufacturing but it is 
impossible most of the time. Some non-value add elements like regulatory documentations 
and mandatory testing do not add value to the products but are necessity. Thus we need to 
reduce these non-value add elements to minimum level. One way to identify where are all 
these value add and non-value add elements exist in the production is to do a value stream 
mapping.  
 
Value Stream Mapping 
 
A value stream is all activities, both value added and non-value added, require to bring 
a product from raw material into the hands of the customer, a customer requirement from 
order to delivery, and a design concept to launch (Pyzdek, 2003). A value stream map can 
trace both product and information flow across organizational boundaries of a company 
(Breyfogle, 2003). The value stream map provides structured continuous improvement that 
will lead and provide with a continuous improvement culture (Özkan, Birgün, Kiliçogullari 
and Akman, 2005). Value stream mapping basically utilized paper and pencil to map out the 
entire value stream while walking through the whole process of producing the final products. 
 
The entire flow of value stream mapping consists of four main sections: identify and 
verify existing process map, create a current state map, create a future state map and execute 
the implementation plan. Therefore before we begin to draw out the current state map, we 
need to find out and understand the whole process flow of production line. It is a common 
mistake that we tend to pull out the entire process map from the organizations business 
process management software. But in reality, there are many hidden factories in process 
flow because shop floor workers may not follow strictly to the approved processes. They 
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normally do their work in a manner that they deem to be more efficient based on their own 
experiences. Once we walkthrough the entire production flow of the whole product line, a 
process map can be drawn as illustrated in Figure 22. 
 
 
Figure 22: Process map of manufacturing D-Series machines in production floor 
 
This process map provided us with an overview of how the D-Series machines are 
made from receiving orders till delivery of the products to customers. It can be seen that D1 
and D2 machines undergo five processes or stations (1, 2, 3, 4 and Setup) before they are 
dispatched for shipping. On the other hand, D4 machines undergoes six stations (1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
and Setup) before they are dispatched for shipping. Upon receiving customer orders, the 
orders are processed and suppliers will send raw materials to the warehouse. All raw materials 
are kitted out from store to all stations. Operators in each of these stations will assembled the 
machines modules by modules. 
 
Other than understanding the whole process flow, we also need to know the cycle time 
of each of these stations for all products. Cycle time is the amount of elapsed time from the 
time a process is started until it is completed. There is also one measurement which is 
important for value stream mapping which is the takt time. Takt time is the pace of the 
production based on rate of customer consumption.  
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demandcustomerTotal
timeworkingAvailable
timeTakt        (Equation 1) 
 
The daily working hours is assumed to be 8.75 hours (after deduction of lunch time). 
Production workers are required to work for 5 days per week in 1 shift. An estimated of 10 
machines is required weekly by customers based on historical order patterns. Therefore the 
takt time is calculated to be 4.375 hours by using Equation 1. A cycle time diagram of all the 
stations for all products is drawn in Figure 23. 
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Figure 23: Cycle time of assembly stations for D-Series 
 
It is clear that station cycle times of all products exceeded the takt time. This means 
that the production line is not able to fulfill customer orders of 10 machines per week based 
on existing production flow rate. Furthermore the loading of each station is very uneven and 
this eventually leads to long waiting time which is a waste. 
 
The process map now is transformed into a current state map as illustrated in Figure 
24. The current state map shows how customer orders are being processed and translated in 
subsequent actions of placing orders with suppliers and sending out production schedule to 
the production lines. Suppliers began to deliver machine frames to the warehouse for buffer 
storage before they are being used in the production lines. Both production lines of D1D2 and 
D4 will converged in the Setup process before they are being shipped out to customers. Note 
that the customer is Sales Department in Munich which is an internal customer. 
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Figure 24: Current state map of D-Series production line 
 
For each process, it can be seen that there are cycle time and lead time. It is assumed 
that value add time plus non-value add time is equal to the cycle time. This assumption is 
made because the cycle times are calculated based on activities done on the work-in-progress 
which add values to the products together with transportation which is non-value add. But it is 
difficult to distinguish between value add and non-value add of certain activities even from a 
customer perspective. Therefore the lead time is the sum of all cycle times. 
 
Process Cycle Efficiency (PCE) is a measure of the overall process efficiency of 
converting work-in-progress into completions (George, Rowlands, Price and Maxey, 2005). A 
high PCE value indicates small non-value add costs. This means that PCE can be improved by 
reducing non-value add activities. The total lead time of D1D2 is 52.25 hours with value add 
time of 44.02 hours. The total lead time of D4 is 62 hours with value add time of 50.5 hours. 
This leads to PCE of 84.25% for D1D2 and 81.45% for D4. 
 
TimeLeadTotal
TimeAddedValueEfficiencyCycleocess  Pr     (Equation 2) 
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Figure 25: Future state map of D-Series production line 
 
A future state map of D-Series production line is drafted as shown in Figure 25. 
Instead of having two production lines to produce D1, D2 and D4 machines, we will have 
only one production line which will produce all three types of machines. Takt 1 is a 
pacemaker process which sets the pace for the rest of the value stream and is the only process 
that receives the production schedule. The pacemaker produces to the takt time and sets the 
pace for the upstream processes to produce only enough to replenish what the pacemaker 
process has consumed. Downstream of the pacemaker process, the process must produce in a 
continuous flow unless there is a storage area called supermarket (Sayer and Williams, 2007). 
Pitch is the amount of time needed to make a standard pack size of finished product. Since the 
standard pack size is 1 unit and the takt time is 4.375 hours, the pitch is 4.375 hours.  
 
sizePacktimeTaktPitch u       (Equation 3) 
 
Hence for every 4.375 hours, the pacemaker process will be given instructions to 
produce one pack quantity and take away one finished quantity. There are 9 Takts in total to 
ensure that customer demand for 10 machines per week can be fulfilled. At this stage, it is 
assumed that a 25% reduction in total cycle time of all three products is achievable by using 
other Lean tool like cellular manufacturing. Therefore taking into account the longest cycle 
time needed which is D4 of 50.5 hours, a 25% reduction will changed the cycle time to 37.88 
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hours. So total of 9 Takts will take 39.375 hours which is more than the newly estimated D4 
cycle time of 37.88 hours. This scenario describes how the takt time being used as a design 
parameter for the future state of value stream.  
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Figure 26: Estimated cycle time of new value stream 
 
Figure 26 illustrated estimated cycle times of the new value stream. D1, D2 and D4 
will have new cycle times of 3.7 hours, 3.8 hours and 4.3 hours respectively in each of the 9 
Takts after the 25% cycle time reduction. Note that D4 is a possible time trap if the cycle time 
is not distributed evenly below the takt time. Time traps are any processes which insert delays 
into a process. It is not a bottleneck because it does not differentiate steps that inject delays 
and those that cannot operate at required levels due to capacity constraints. 
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Figure 27: Lead time of existing and new production lines 
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After the future state map of the D-Series has been established, it is evident in Figure 
27 that the overall lead time has been reduced drastically from D1 of 52.25 hours and D4 of 
62 hours compared to Takt of 41.625 hours. There is a reduction in lead time up to 32.86% 
based on the lead time of D4. This huge reduction in lead time will definitely help to increase 
response rate to customer orders or changes which is often occurred during assembling the 
products.  
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Figure 28: Process Cycle Efficiency of Current State and Future State Value Streams 
 
Figure 28 shows the Process Cycle Efficiency of the current state and future state 
value streams which demonstrates that the new value stream has a far superior PCE of 
94.59% compared to existing PCE of 84.25% and 81.45% for D1D2 and D4 respectively. 
Note that although value stream mapping aims to eliminate all non-value add activities, there 
is still non-value activities exist like transporting the machines from one Takt to the other. 
Therefore the lead time for each Takt is not entirely equal to the cycle time which is also the 
takt time. This will obviously caused the Process Cycle Efficiency not able to reach 100%. 
 
Value stream mapping has indeed allow us to identify all value add and non-value add 
activities in the production line. Reduction in the number of production line has helped to free 
up more floor space. These spaces can be used for other new product lines or act as new 
storage area. Moreover the number of operators needed has also been reduced from 20 to 18 
headcounts. Value stream mapping also helped SCA to derive other process improvement 
activities utilizing other Lean tools. 
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Cellular Manufacturing 
 
Most manufacturing flows are typically job shop. The job flow pattern is rather erratic 
and can be messy which leads to long delays, low utilization, high work-in-progress inventory 
and long lead time. An alternative to a job shop is cellular manufacturing in which machines 
are grouped into cells according to common processes. This helps to reduce cycle time of 
work cell which leads to lower lead time. The benefits of cellular manufacturing include the 
following (Yang, 2005): 
 
x Better lead times provide fast response and more reliable delivery. 
x Work in progress and finished stock levels are reduced. 
x Output is increased because of improved resource utilization. 
x Less material handling is needed. 
x Better space utilization is achieved. 
x Better production planning and control is possible. 
x Quality is improved, and scrap is reduced. 
x Estimating, accounting, and work measurement are simplified. 
 
 
Figure 29: Existing SCA’s production floor layout 
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Figure 29 shows the existing production floor layout in SCA. There are three blocks of 
floor areas occupied by D1D2 stations, D4 stations and Setup. The remaining blocks are for 
frames storage and finished goods storage. The finished goods are in fact fully assembled 
machines which act as buffer and ready for shipment to Sales Department in Munich.  
 
Each of the blocks for D1D2 stations, D4 stations and Setup contains operators who 
are responsible to assemble the respective assigned products. Machine frames are generally 
supplied to SCA and put in the storage area before they are being used to assemble fully 
functioning machines. Machine frames are being pushed to the assembly areas whenever there 
are orders received from the internal customer. Once the work-in-progress is fully assembled, 
they are transport to the Setup area for configuration and test. Only upon passing all 
functional tests at the Setup area, the finished goods are transported to the storage area before 
being wrapped up for shipment. 
 
 
Figure 30: Proposed new production floor layout 
 
The new production floor layout which is an outcome from the value stream mapping 
is illustrated in Figure 30. Based on the new production line, all products are to be assembled 
and tested in a single line. This new production line consists of 9 Takts replacing the former 
three blocks of assembly stations. It can be seen that the new production line will occupy the 
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former D4 assembly area while the D1D2 assembly area will be used to store finished goods. 
The former Setup area and finished goods storage areas will be freed up for other purposes. 
This translates into a huge saving in term of floor space for production. It is estimated that the 
freed up floor space is about 633 m2. 
 
In order for us to understand more about the work cell, we need to relook deeper into 
the arrangement for assembling the machines. Figure 31 shows the existing work cell layouts 
for all the D-Series products. Note that the there are no transport of machines between the 
stations within existing work cells. On the contrary, the stations consisting of 2 operators each 
which are moving around the assembly areas. Therefore one can says that the work in 
progress stay put in a square area while the stations keep on moving in a sequential order until 
it is fully assembled. After the machines are fully assembled, they are then moved to the 
Setup area for configuration and testing. In other words, there are many work cells for D1D2, 
D4 and Setup. D1D2 has a total of 13 work cells while D4 has 9 work cells and Setup has 5 
work cells.  
 
 
Figure 31: Existing work cell layout for D-Series production line 
 
Material flow
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Therefore with the implementation of the new production line, there will only be 1 
work cell as shown in Figure 32. This work cell contains 9 Takt where each Takt has 2 
operators who will assemble and test the work in progress before moved out to storage area as 
finished goods. Each of Takt will be equipped with tools and jigs needed to assemble and test 
all three types of product. Moreover the U-shaped layout of all the Takts within the cell makes 
it becomes a one-piece flow work cell. This saves floor space and shortens travel distance for 
operators.  
  
 
Figure 32: Proposed new work cell for D-Series production line 
 
The new U-shaped work cell facilitates the movement of operators since all the tools 
are within close proximity. All these changes in layout helped to reduce cycle times of 
producing all the different types of machines. It limits unnecessary movements of machines 
and operators. Assuming that 25% cycle time reduction was done based on the former 
production line layout, the corresponding cycle time of each station is as shown in Figure 33. 
Despite the reduction of 25% in cycle time of each station, it still exceeded the takt time 
which indicates that the production line is incapable of producing 10 machines per week to 
meet customers demand. 
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Figure 33: Station cycle times after reduction of 25% 
 
When the new cellular manufacturing is being implemented, the actual cycle time of 
each Takt within the work cell is below the takt time as illustrated in Figure 34. The cycle 
time of Takt work cell to produce D4 is very close to the takt time. Therefore it is imperative 
that there is no delay introduced into the process when D4 is being produced. Any delays like 
late shipment of raw materials or reduction in the number of operators due to miscalculated 
capacity planning, will lead to delay in the whole production flow. 
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Figure 34: Actual cycle time of each Takt for D-Series 
 
Note that although Takt cycle time to produce D4 is very close to the takt time, the 
actual Takt cycle time to produce D1 and D2 are well below the takt time. This means that 
there are some waiting times incorporated inside the cycle time if D1 and D2 were to be 
produced. In order words, there are more non-value add elements in each Takt. This situation 
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is unavoidable because we need to cater for producing D4 which cycle time is closest to the 
takt time. If we were to reduce the takt time so that the non-value add time can be reduced for 
D1 and D2, we will have difficulty in producing 10 machines per week if there is an order for 
D4 machine in that particular week. Hence the rational of choosing D4 cycle time is to ensure 
regardless of what machine combination of the orders for a particular week, we are able to 
produce 10 machines without any delay. 
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Figure 35: Value add time and non-value add time of production line 
 
Figure 35 shows the value add and non-value add time for producing the D-Series 
product line. The existing production lines will yield value add time of 44 hours and non-
value add of 8.25 hours to produce D1 and D2 machines. On the other hand, it will yield value 
add time of 50.5 hours and non-value add time of 11.5 hours to produce D4 machines. 
However the new Takt work cell yielded value add time of 37.875 hours and non-value add 
time of 3.75 hours. This implies that overall cycle time has been reduced after implementation 
of cellular manufacturing. During the implementation of cellular manufacturing where the 
tasks are being balanced to achieve optimum cycle time below takt time, each Takt activities 
has been redesigned to remove unnecessary activities which do not add value to the final 
products. Hence the total lead time of Takt is much lower than the original lead time of 
former production lines. 
 
Note that the Takt work cell contains non-value add time to take into account of 
moving the work in progress from one Takt to the adjacent Takt. Therefore in reality, total 
elimination of non-value add activities is impossible to achieve in manufacturing industry. 
The Takt work cell is designed in a U-shape so that it can minimized the transport distance 
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from the work cell to the storage area for finished goods. It is possible that work cell need not 
be in U-shape depending on the material flow and physical layout of the factory. Other 
notable work cell shapes like T- and Z-shapes are useful when material for products requires 
two or more sources of input and awkward floor layout with structural beams. 
 
Value stream mapping allows us to map out the entire work flow which includes the 
material flow and information flow.  Upon creating the Current State map and Future State 
map, we managed to redesign the work flow based on the calculated takt time. All existing 
production lines are merged into a single production line where it can produce all product 
types. This enabled us to reduce the total lead time to fulfill customer demand rate of 10 
machines per week. Since the batch size is 1 for each Takt, we achieved to create one piece 
flow line. There are many Kaizen activities being identified from the value stream map so that 
whole production flow can be further improved. In order to complement value stream 
mapping, cellular manufacturing has also been implemented. A U-shaped work cell was 
designed to ensure minimum movements of operators and materials. As a result, overall cycle 
time has been reduced which in turn helped to reduce the total lead time. If we were to strive 
for a successful Lean implementation in the supply chain, we also need to focus on the 
Product aspect of the proposed 3P model. All the aspects are interlinked and cannot function 
on its own to achieve optimum results of Lean implementation. 
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Chapter 4: Product Aspect 
 
Product aspect of the proposed 3P Lean model focuses on the material flow from 
inventory to the end product. Every manufacturer needs continuous flow of materials through 
all its production lines. These materials can either be in raw or work-in-progress forms. Any 
interruption in the material flow will have dire consequences on the throughput of the affected 
production lines. Some of the interruptions could be due to unevenness of process cycle times, 
lack of operators training or raw material shipment delays. There is one major external 
influence that can cause interruption in the material flow which is customer demand. It is 
often the case that customer demands are inconsistent and they tend to fluctuates over time. 
Some manufacturers are able to predict their customer demands pattern depending on their 
product types and seasonal time.  
 
An example liked a factory producing seasonal clothing can predict that there will be a 
surge in winter clothing demand during winter time. Unfortunately in reality many 
manufacturers are unable to predict their customer demands since they dont follow any 
noticeable or repetitive patterns. This makes production forecasting a very challenging task 
and often inaccurate. As a result of such unpredictable customer demands, most 
manufacturers prefer to order more materials and keep them in their warehouses. This typical 
just-in-case scenario enables them to meet customer demands if they suddenly received big 
orders. However such action will cause stress to the supply chain and the organizations are 
also at risk of carrying too much inventory that can cause shortage of cash flow and product 
obsolescent. Hence it important that manufacturers keep only sufficient inventory to produce 
enough products to meet customer demands. One concept that can help to achieve such 
situation is called Just-in-Time. 
 
Just-In-Time Production 
 
Just-In-Time is a concept of the Toyota Production System with ultimate objective to 
supply the right materials at the right time and in the right amount at every step in the process 
(Tommelein and Li, 1999). It is the philosophy of Lean Manufacturing to keep all inventories 
at minimum levels and any surplus is considered as waste. This is a major difference with 
respect to classical manufacturing concept where additional materials are always available to 
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enable manufacturers react to any unforeseen circumstances for example sudden increase in 
customer orders or material shipment delays. 
 
A true Just-In-Time production aims to achieve zero inventory queues in order to 
minimize investment in inventory and storage spaces. Just-In-Time is not limited to large 
volume and repetitive manufacturing industries. Even high mix and low volume industry liked 
SMT placement machine can adopt Just-In-Time production concept. Ideally material 
shipment by suppliers should be done more frequently and in small quantities. However due 
to geographical locations of suppliers and transportation cost, many suppliers will shipped 
materials in batches or lots due to economic of scale. It is advantageous if suppliers are 
located near to the manufacturers so that frequent delivery of small quantities is more feasible 
and economical. Therefore a true Just-In-Time production is often not achievable in many 
cases but that did not deter manufacturers from trying to adopt Just-In-Time of at least 70-
80% of their inventories.   
 
 
Figure 36: Ideal and actual cumulative production quantities 
 
If we were to assume customer demand rate is constant over time, the ideal cumulative 
production quantity for end product should be a linear function as shown in Figure 36. 
However the actual cumulative production quantity is not a linear function because it is not 
possible to produce multiple end products simultaneously due to resource constraint (Yavuz 
and Akçali, 2007). It is shown that at time, the production will experience shortages or 
overproductions creating surpluses for inventory. Both scenarios do not benefit manufacturers 
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because shortages will cause delay in shipment to customers and surpluses will incurred 
holding costs like storage costs, material overheads and additional transportation costs. 
 
 
Figure 37: Relationship of order cost and holding cost 
 
Figure 37 showed the contribution of order cost and holding cost with respect to order 
quantity. Order cost consists of various administrative and supplies costs, and wages for 
workers who process the orders. The total cost which is sum of order cost and holding cost 
can be reduced by adopting Just-In-Time concept. The total cost is minimal with a certain 
order quantity where the intersection between order cost and holding cost occurs. Just-In-
Time helps to reduce the order cost further and thus the total cost can be achieved at a smaller 
order quantity.  
 
This is a typical feature of Just-In-Time where order quantity is usually small 
compared to traditional production where large order quantities are placed for materials to be 
delivered by suppliers. In order for Just-In-Time to be successfully implemented into any 
supply chains, a pull system or Kanban system must be adopted as well. 
 
Kanban Pull System 
 
Many traditional production systems are push systems where materials are being 
pushed through all the processes of production lines. It is known that these production 
systems often cause pile up of work-in-progress in production line. Despite a process is facing 
some problems, materials are continuously being push to the workstation. This leads to a 
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chaotic supply chain and not able to meet customer demand. Therefore rather than pushing 
materials through the workstations, materials are being pulled according to the demand from 
customers. Many manufacturers began pulling resources into the assembly line as needed 
rather than allowing inventories to pile up during production (Brown and Hagel, 2005).  
 
There are two main types of pull systems namely replenishment pull system and 
sequential pull system. Replenishment pull system or commonly called as supermarket pull 
system is a system where each process has a supermarket that holds a certain amount of each 
product that it produces. When products are withdrawn from its supermarket, each process 
will simply produces to replenish them. The only drawback of such replenishment pull system 
is that each process must have an inventory of all parts that it produces which is not practical 
if the amount of parts is large.  
 
When there are lots of parts to hold in the inventory of each supermarket, sequential 
pull system is more preferable. This scenario is more prevalent in build-to-order (BTO) 
products like SMT placement machines where overall inventory is minimized. A production 
scheduling is needed to set the right product mix and quantity of products to be produced. 
This type of production scheduling is usually done by placing Kanban cards in a Heijunka box 
at predetermined period like every shift, daily or weekly. Once a Kanban card is in place, 
production will start by pulling in materials and processed them before passing to the next 
workstation. The work in progress will continuously be processed until it turned into a 
finished good.  
 
Sequential pull system is also called as constant work in progress (CONWIP). A 
CONWIP is in fact a pull production system with specific WIP levels (Arbulu, 2006). It is 
different from the conventional pull system on how the pull signal is being utilized. The main 
advantages of CONWIP production system are: 
 
x Less WIP on average to achieve same throughput. 
x More flexible in handling different product mix for each signal. 
x More robust to errors in control parameters. 
x Reduction in number of pull signals. 
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The critical issue in sequential pull system is that it requires strong coordination in 
maintaining the production schedule. If the production schedule is not optimized, there will be 
shortages or surpluses of various parts in the WIP. This will eventually cause the whole 
production system to fail if corrective actions are not taken immediately. Other than 
replenishment and sequential pull systems, there is also mixed of replenishment and 
sequential pull system. This mixed pull system is used when there is a small percentage of 
products are customized while the rest are standard products. In order to cater for producing 
customized products, sequential pull system is being used rather than the replenishment pull 
system is used for the other standard products. 
 
A Kanban pull system uses card sets to tightly control work-in-progress between each 
pair of workstations. Total WIP is limited to the summation of the number of each card set 
(Marek, Elkins and Smith, 2001). When raw material is available and there is an authorized 
Kanban card present, production will then proceed to occur at that workstation only. Figure 
38 shows a typical two-card Kanban system where an assembly line that is supplied with parts 
by a machine center. The machine center makes Part A and stored it in containers located next 
to the assembly line and next to the machine center. Each container next to the machine center 
has a production Kanban while each container next to the assembly line has withdrawal 
Kanban. 
 
 
Figure 38: Flow of two Kanbans 
 
Sometimes Kanban need not be in card format and there are alternative signals which 
can be used to signal the need for production of a part. Kanban squares and container systems 
are some other possible Kanban approaches which are common in many production lines. In 
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order to set up a Kanban system, the number of Kanban cards must be determined beforehand. 
Equation 4 shows the formula to calculate the number of Kanban cards for a single production 
line. 
 
 
containerofSize
TimeLeadTotalStockSafetyDemandAverageKanban  1#  (Equation 4) 
 
If we were to calculate based on the new Takt line as defined in new value stream 
map, the total lead time is 41.625 hours with container size of 1. The average customer 
demand is 10 machines per week and assuming the safety stock is 10%, the number of 
Kanban card needed is 10.47 and rounding up to 11. 
 
Takt 9Takt 3Takt 2Takt 1 BufferSupermarket
D-Series Frames  
Figure 39: Sequential pull system of Takt line for D-Series 
 
The new Takt line will adopt the sequential pull system as illustrated in Figure 39 
rather than the replenishment pull system. It is basically a one piece flow pull system since the 
container size is one only. In addition to that, there is no work in progress between each Takt 
because it is using first-in-first out (FIFO) basis where output of each Takt will be passed to 
the next adjacent Takt until it become a finished good and stored in the buffer. The D-Series 
frames are initially stored in a supermarket upon received from suppliers. When machines are 
withdrew from the buffer for shipment to customers, Kanban signals are sent to Takt 1 where 
it withdrew frames from the supermarket one at a time. These frames will be processed 
through all the Takts before they are transformed into finish goods and stored in the buffer. It 
is important that the Kanban signal to indicate which product type to make in a sequential 
order as determined by the production schedule. Therefore to ensure customer demands are 
fulfilled, a flexible and rigorous scheduling is required. In order for this pull system to work 
efficiently, production smoothing is needed by using Heijunka box. 
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Heijunka leveled Kanban System 
 
Heijunka is a concept where it levels the production of different product mix evenly 
over a defined period which could be a day, a shift or less (Furmans, 2005). The ultimate 
objective of Heijunka is to achieve a constant flow of parts in a mixed model production 
which supplies to one or more customers with constant flow of different products. It is known 
that many customers tend to order in the least predictable pattern. There are many reasons 
why customer demands fluctuate and the task to identify or predict this behavior is almost 
impossible. The reason for knowing customer demand in advance is to help manufacturers to 
plan enough resources for making the final products without any shortages or surpluses.  
 
 
Figure 40: Customer demand fluctuating over time 
 
Traditional production always tried to fulfill customer demand despite its huge 
fluctuation over period of time. Therefore manufacturers need to plan more capacity to meet 
such demand as illustrated in Figure 40. The swing in customer demand create a bull whip 
effect where a slight even a small variations in customer demand at the final process ripple 
through the entire value stream, increasing in amplitude with each successive operation (Liker 
and Meier, 2006). The bull whip effect is more significant at suppliers and thus creates a need 
for higher resources to accommodate the wide swing. 
 
It is evident that conventional production which relies on safety stock as backup in 
case of sudden rise in customer demand, poor quality issues, machine breakdown and other 
unanticipated problems faced in the production will incur additional cost for holding more 
inventories. Hence it is imperative that a smooth or stable production flow is necessary to 
ensure that supply chain is not under stress constantly. One method to minimize the impact of 
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large fluctuating customer demand is by allocating some finished goods as buffer so that the 
large ripple in customer demand will be smoothen into smaller ripples as shown in Figure 41. 
 
 
Figure 41: Impact of finished goods buffer on customer demand 
 
A level schedule requires materials to be pulled into the assembly line in a uniform 
pattern which can respond to pull signals. Heijunka is needed to level both product mix and 
volume. Conventional production usually produces large batches of same product because 
they may reduce setup time and changeover time. However this will normally cause long lead 
times, increase in inventory, more waiting time and higher defect rate. On the contrary, 
Heijunka aims to produce small batches of different product mix to avoid such wastes. When 
manufacturers responded to fluctuating customer demand or bull whip effect, long idle time 
or overtime will occurred. Furthermore it will caused operators to be unhappy and stressful 
due to the variable production schedules. Heijunka will level the production volume so that a 
constant production flow is established regardless of customer demand fluctuation. 
 
 
Figure 42: Heijunka box 
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Figure 42 shows a typical Heijunka box used in Lean Manufacturing to stabilize 
production flow and create more predictable work schedules. It can be observed that at every 
interval, different products are produced in different quantities according to the predetermined 
number of Kanban cards placed inside the Heijunka box. Note that there is a freeze window in 
place during the production cycle where the schedule if fixed and no changes are allowed 
during this period. This will ensures that the product mix and quantity is enough to meet 
customer demand. In order to reduce data collection activities in production floor, backflush 
can be implemented. It calculates how many of each part were used to assemble the end 
product to adjust the inventory balances without physically track each part used in production. 
 
Customer Order CW1 CW2 CW3 CW4 CW5 CW6 CW7 CW8 CW9 CW10 CW11 CW12 CW13 CW14 CW15 CW16 CW17 CW18 CW19 CW20
D1 0 0 2 10 1 5 2 3 4 6 1 4 0 0 5 1 8 11 3 0
D2 0 0 3 12 4 12 4 4 0 4 0 4 0 0 1 8 6 0 1 0
D4 0 0 2 17 12 3 4 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 15 15 6 0
Present inventory CW1 CW2 CW3 CW4 CW5 CW6 CW7 CW8 CW9 CW10 CW11 CW12 CW13 CW14 CW15 CW16 CW17 CW18 CW19 CW20
D1 10 13 16 17 10 13 13 15 16 19 19 26 28 32 36 35 38 33 25 25
D2 12 16 20 21 13 14 7 4 1 2 2 4 6 9 13 16 12 9 12 14
D4 17 23 31 37 28 22 24 23 30 32 35 40 44 49 51 53 54 41 28 24
Production Order CW1 CW2 CW3 CW4 CW5 CW6 CW7 CW8 CW9 CW10 CW11 CW12 CW13 CW14 CW15 CW16 CW17 CW18 CW19 CW20
D1 3 3 3 3 4 5 4 4 7 6 8 6 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3
D2 4 4 4 4 5 5 1 1 1 4 2 6 3 4 4 4 3 3 3 3
D4 6 8 8 8 6 5 3 8 2 3 6 6 5 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Inventory after Order CW1 CW2 CW3 CW4 CW5 CW6 CW7 CW8 CW9 CW10 CW11 CW12 CW13 CW14 CW15 CW16 CW17 CW18 CW19 CW20
D1 13 16 17 10 13 13 15 16 19 19 26 28 32 36 35 38 33 25 25 28
D2 16 20 21 13 14 7 4 1 2 2 4 6 9 13 16 12 9 12 14 17
D4 23 31 37 28 22 24 23 30 32 35 40 44 49 51 53 54 41 28 24 26
Total inventory 39 52 67 75 51 49 44 42 47 53 56 70 78 90 100 104 104 83 65 63
Total produce 13 15 15 15 15 15 8 13 10 13 16 18 12 10 10 10 8 8 8 8
Total order 0 0 7 39 17 20 10 8 4 10 2 10 0 0 6 10 29 26 10 0  
Figure 43: Actual production schedule of D-Series from CW1-20 
 
SCA used to meet customer demand by keeping large inventory and produce final 
products in very unstable production flow. It is evidently shown in Figure 43 that the number 
of machine produced in a week from calendar week, CW1 to CW20, varied and followed 
closely to the customer demand. This caused stress in the supply chain due to the bull whip 
effect. Suppliers often unable to deliver enough materials on time and final product quality 
dropped drastically.  
 
When order from customer increased, the total amount of machines produced also 
increased as illustrated in Figure 44. It is obvious that the inventory fluctuated over a wide 
range which exceeded 100 machines during calendar week 16 and 17. Since each fully 
assembled machine on average worth about more than $100,000, an inventory of 100 
machines will easily cost more than $10,000,000. This is a huge amount of money staying 
idle which generate no return or interest. 
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Figure 44: Inventory level of actual production schedule 
 
Lets assume that we limit the amount of machines produced in a week to 10 in 
accordance with the predefined average customer demand. These 10 machines will consist of 
three D1, three D2 and four D4 based on historical machine order ratio. The rational behind 
this action of limiting the production order is to reduce the inventory level. However one can 
observed that it will caused shortages at times during CW6, CW7, CW8 and CW10 as 
indicated in Figure 45. The negative signs showed shortage of that particular machine type. 
This means that there will be backlog of machines to be built in the next calendar week and 
SCA was not able to deliver on time in full (OTIF) based on customer orders.  
 
Customer Order CW1 CW2 CW3 CW4 CW5 CW6 CW7 CW8 CW9 CW10 CW11 CW12 CW13 CW14 CW15 CW16 CW17 CW18 CW19 CW20
D1 0 0 2 10 1 5 2 3 4 6 1 4 0 0 5 1 8 11 3 0
D2 0 0 3 12 4 12 4 4 0 4 0 4 0 0 1 8 6 0 1 0
D4 0 0 2 17 12 3 4 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 15 15 6 0
Present inventory CW1 CW2 CW3 CW4 CW5 CW6 CW7 CW8 CW9 CW10 CW11 CW12 CW13 CW14 CW15 CW16 CW17 CW18 CW19 CW20
D1 10 13 16 17 10 12 10 11 11 10 7 9 8 11 14 12 14 9 1 1
D2 12 15 18 18 9 8 -1 -2 -3 0 -1 2 1 4 7 9 4 1 4 6
D4 17 21 25 27 14 6 7 7 10 14 18 21 23 27 31 35 38 27 16 14
Production Order CW1 CW2 CW3 CW4 CW5 CW6 CW7 CW8 CW9 CW10 CW11 CW12 CW13 CW14 CW15 CW16 CW17 CW18 CW19 CW20
D1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
D2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
D4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Inventory after Order CW1 CW2 CW3 CW4 CW5 CW6 CW7 CW8 CW9 CW10 CW11 CW12 CW13 CW14 CW15 CW16 CW17 CW18 CW19 CW20
D1 13 16 17 10 12 10 11 11 10 7 9 8 11 14 12 14 9 1 1 4
D2 15 18 18 9 8 -1 -2 -3 0 -1 2 1 4 7 9 4 1 4 6 9
D4 21 25 27 14 6 7 7 10 14 18 21 23 27 31 35 38 27 16 14 18
Total inventory 39 49 59 62 33 26 16 16 18 24 24 32 32 42 52 56 56 37 21 21
Total produce 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
Total order 0 0 7 39 17 20 10 8 4 10 2 10 0 0 6 10 29 26 10 0  
Figure 45: Production schedule with fixed production order of D-Series from CW1-20 
 
If we were to adopt Heijunka leveled production schedule as shown in Figure 46, we 
will be able to meet the same fluctuating customer demand despite producing only 10 
machines in a week. There are no shortages observed during the entire 20 calendar weeks of 
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production. The trick is to vary the product mix in a sequential order where there are always 
enough machines available to fulfill customer orders. Note that all customer orders 
information is usually available one week in advance before the production starts.   
 
Customer Order CW1 CW2 CW3 CW4 CW5 CW6 CW7 CW8 CW9 CW10 CW11 CW12 CW13 CW14 CW15 CW16 CW17 CW18 CW19 CW20
D1 0 0 2 10 1 5 2 3 4 6 1 4 0 0 5 1 8 11 3 0
D2 0 0 3 12 4 12 4 4 0 4 0 4 0 0 1 8 6 0 1 0
D4 0 0 2 17 12 3 4 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 15 15 6 0
Present inventory CW1 CW2 CW3 CW4 CW5 CW6 CW7 CW8 CW9 CW10 CW11 CW12 CW13 CW14 CW15 CW16 CW17 CW18 CW19 CW20
D1 10 13 16 17 9 9 4 2 2 1 1 6 5 8 11 11 15 10 2 2
D2 12 15 18 18 9 9 3 5 4 7 6 9 8 11 14 16 9 6 9 11
D4 17 21 25 27 15 8 9 9 12 16 17 17 19 23 27 29 32 21 10 8
Production Order CW1 CW2 CW3 CW4 CW5 CW6 CW7 CW8 CW9 CW10 CW11 CW12 CW13 CW14 CW15 CW16 CW17 CW18 CW19 CW20
D1 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 3 3 6 6 3 3 3 5 5 3 3 3 3
D2 3 3 3 3 4 6 6 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3
D4 4 4 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 1 1 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 4 4
Inventory after Order CW1 CW2 CW3 CW4 CW5 CW6 CW7 CW8 CW9 CW10 CW11 CW12 CW13 CW14 CW15 CW16 CW17 CW18 CW19 CW20
D1 13 16 17 9 9 4 2 2 1 1 6 5 8 11 11 15 10 2 2 5
D2 15 18 18 9 9 3 5 4 7 6 9 8 11 14 16 9 6 9 11 14
D4 21 25 27 15 8 9 9 12 16 17 17 19 23 27 29 32 21 10 8 12
Total inventory 39 49 59 62 33 26 16 16 18 24 24 32 32 42 52 56 56 37 21 21
Total produce 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
Total order 0 0 7 39 17 20 10 8 4 10 2 10 0 0 6 10 29 26 10 0  
Figure 46: Heijunka leveled production schedule of D-Series from CW1-20 
 
Both methods of limiting the production order and Heijunka leveled schedule will 
yield same inventory level as illustrated in Figure 47. It can be seen that both are producing 
only 10 machines every week. This helps to stabilize the production flow without introducing 
any unnecessary stress to the supply chain. As a result, quality level remains high and 
suppliers are able to deliver materials without any delay or defect issues. Note that the 
inventory level is lower and almost inline with customer order. 
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Figure 47: Inventory level of fixed production or Heijunka leveled production schedule 
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If we were to compare the original actual production schedule with Heijunka leveled 
production schedule as shown in Figure 48, we can observe that an overall lower inventory 
level (Stock H) is achieved by using Heijunka. The actual inventory level (Stock A) using the 
actual production schedule exceeded 100 machines while the highest Heijunka inventory level 
(Stock H) was only 62. It is also seen that actual production order varied over the 20 weeks 
while Heijunkas production order remained at a stable level of 10 machines. 
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Figure 48: Comparison between Actual and Heijunka leveled production schedules 
 
A Kanban pull system is effective in lowering inventory level when implemented with 
a Heijunka leveled production schedule. Sequential Kanban system is preferred as 
replacement for existing SCAs production system since it will minimized the number of 
Kanban cards needed. Products are only being produced and materials are pulled in according 
to customer orders. This helps to reduce inventory and work in progress in production line 
which are considered waste since they do not add value to customers. There are no WIP build 
up in the Takt line. Therefore the D-Series frame inventory can be furthered lower than 55 
pieces. 
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Chapter 5: People Aspect 
 
People aspect of the proposed 3P Lean model highlights the importance of quality at 
work. Workers who are committed to quality improvement produced good quality products. 
Many perceived quality associated to higher cost which may lower their profit margins given 
the retail price remain unchanged. This statement is no longer valid with contemporary 
manufacturing systems. Lean Manufacturing is definitely one of them since it promotes 
quality culture in the workplace. Every worker is expected to contribute on ways to improve 
their job activities. High quality culture helps to improve production yield and reduces waste. 
Furthermore workers are trained to produce good quality products and aim to do it right at the 
first time. This allows organizations to free up resources that are needed for repair activities. 
One of most common Lean tool to inculcate quality work culture at workplace is 5S. 
 
5S – Sort, Straighten, Shine, Standardize, Sustain 
 
5S is a methodology for creating and maintaining an organized, clean and safe high 
performance work environment (Wedgwood, 2006). Most organizations who adopted the 
Lean Manufacturing will implement 5S at the shop floor first before applying other Lean 
tools. Most of them viewed 5S as the easiest Lean tool to use without tying up lots of 
resources or disrupting their existing operations. It is not advisable to implement single S at a 
time. Typically all five of the Ss should focus on a selected area during each event before 
applying to all other subsequent areas. 
 
 
Figure 49: 5S methodology 
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The five elements of 5S methodology are Sort, Straighten, Shine, Standardize and 
Sustain as shown in Figure 49. Sometimes it is called 6S whereby the sixth S refers to safety. 
But some would argue that safety is a consequence of 5S since it promotes a safer workplace. 
Figure 50 shows a typical 5S audit checklist used to assess 5S effectiveness in workplace. 
 
5S AUDIT CHECKLIST
SORT (SEIRI): Distinguishing between the needed and the not needed. 
0 No activity has occurred.
1
The criteria to determine the needed items has been determined. Needed items for the work area have been 
identified. There are no more than 8 violations of unneeded items present in work area.
2
Initial red tagging exercise has been conducted and unneeded items have been removed. There are no more than 6 
violations of unneeded items present in the work area.
3
A separate red tag holding area exists and an unneeded items log is posted in the plant. There are no more than 4 
violations of unneeded items in the work area.
4
Red tagging is performed at set time intervals, and the red tag holding area is evaluated as set time intervals. All 
items are reviewed regularly for need. There are no more than 2 violations of unneeded items.
5 Only needed items ever enter the work area. There are no violations of unneeded items in the work area.
STRAIGHTEN (SEITON): Organizing for ease of use, straightening up and putt ing things away. 
0 No activity has occurred.
1 All needed items are present, it's not difficult to determine items in use. There are no more than 8 violations.
2
It is obvious where needed items (including tooling, tools, procedures, etc.) belong (using lines, labels, signs). There 
are no more than 6 straigthen violations.
3
The entire work area is visually indicated (including aisleways, workstations, equipment, storage locations, etc.). There 
are no more than 4 straighten violations.
4
Items are put away immediately after use. It is easy to determine what items are in use. There are no more than 2 
straigthen violations.
5 Height and quantity limits are visually obvious. There are no straigthen violations.
SHINE (SEISO): Sweeping, scrubbing, cleaning and keeping things that way. 
0 No activity has occurred.
1 Area cleaning is done randomly. There are no more than 8 cleanliness violations.
2
Initial cleaning has occurred (floors, walls, stairs, surfaces). Machines and equipment have been cleaned. There are 
no more than 6 cleanliness violations.
3
Cleaning/housekeeping responsibilities are documented and followed daily. Cleaning materials are easily accessible. 
There are no more than 4 cleanliness violations.
4
Cleaning is used as an inspection tool for preventive maintenance. Cleanliness problems are found and preventive 
action is taken. There are no more than 2 cleanliness violations.
5 The entire work area is spotless. Surgery could be performed in the area. There are no cleanliness violations.
STANDARDIZE (SEIKETSU): Implementing procedures for the first 3-S's and visual controls. 
0 No activity has occurred.
1
5S standards for conditions of Sort, Straigthen and Shine have been set. Each of the f irst three S's is rated 1 or 
higher. There are no more than 8 standardize violations.
2
5S standards are documented and posted in work area using a workplace scan display or other visual method. Each 
of the first three S's is rated 2 or higher. There are no more than 6 standardize violations.
3
Needed items, Standard Work for 5S, and Visual Controls are in the work area. Each of the first three S's is rated 3 or 
higher. There are no more than 4 standardize violations.
4
5S is measured and posted in work area. Each of the f irst three S's is rated 4 or higher. There are no more than 2 
standardize violations.
5
5S documentation is routinely reevaluated and updated (including the workplace scan). Each of the first three S's is 
rated 5. There are no standardizing violations.
SUSTAIN (SHITSUKE):  Establishing the necessary discipline to consistently sustain 5-S standards. 
0 No activity has occurred.
1
25% of employees in work area (on all shifts) have been trained in 5S. Each of the first 4 S's is rated 1 or higher. 
There are no more than 8 sustain violations.
2
50% of employees in work area (on all shifts) have been trained in 5S. Each of the first 4 S's is rated 2 or higher. 
There are no more than 6 sustain violations.
3
All employees in work area (on all shifts) have been trained in 5S. Each of the f irst 4 S's is rated 3 or higher. There are 
no more than 4 sustain violations.
4
All employees in work area perform daily and weekly 5S activities as part of their standard work. Each of the f irst 4 S's 
is rated 4 or higher. There are no more than 2 sustain violations.
5
Area employees help create a planning worksheet to sustain 5S standards and guidelines. 5S activities are 
documented in each employee's standard instructions. Each of the first 4 S's is rated 5. No sustain violations.
 
Figure 50: 5S audit checklist 
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The 5S audit checklist is usually used by team leaders or supervisors to assess the 
production floors. Ratings are given to all 5 key elements as followed:  
 
x Sort  focus on removal of non-essential items from workplace. 
x Straighten  refers to every items should be placed in allocated places exclusively for 
these items. 
x Shine  refers to workplace being organized and in good condition at all times. 
x Standardize  refers to every workers has to adhere to standards. 
x Sustain  refers to training for employees to ensure 5S application. 
 
Once an assessment is completed, the result as illustrated in Figure 51 is normally 
published in the production bulletin board at scheduled time period. It allows all production 
workers to know the current achievement of 5S implementation in the workplace. Note that 
the assessment exercise is carried at predetermined time interval liked daily or weekly. The 
assessment also helped to identify which element needs further improvement and corrective 
actions can be taken by the workers. It is important that all workers are aware that 5S is a 
continuous process and they are expected to improve on all five S elements. If only few 
elements have reached high maturity stage while the rest are not, the full benefits of 5S cannot 
be achieved and may led to counter productive since all five elements are interrelated to each 
other.  
 
 
Figure 51: 5S assessment of production floor for D-Series 
 
5S helps to promote a safe workplace and everything are well organized so that 
workers can work hassle free without producing any waste likes searching for tools or moving 
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parts around the production floor. It helps to lay the foundation for Lean Manufacturing 
implementation at production floor. Many manufacturers apart from implementing 5S during 
the initial phase of adopting Lean Manufacturing, they also introduced standardized work 
across the whole supply chain. 
 
Standardized Work 
 
Standardized work is the foundation for continuous improvement (Emiliani, 2008). An 
example of standardized work is producing to Takt time. Takt time is about standardizing the 
production cycle times and work standardization is standardizing the procedure of tasks on the 
shop floor (Simons and Zokaei, 2005). Well-coached team members prepare the standardized 
work to reflect exactly what they do. In preparing the standardized work documentation, the 
team members supported by leaders and supporting engineers or specialists verify the best 
way to do a particular job and take the time to precisely record every activity required (Veech, 
2004). 
 
 
Figure 52: Training of staff for cross functional tasks 
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Many organizations often mistook standardized work implied to work instructions, 
standards, manuals or any other documentation. Although these documentations help to 
ensure all activities done are standardized to minimize variations in quality, it did not 
highlight the main objective of standardized work. Standardize work assists in setting the 
baseline for continuous improvement. If there is no standardization in work, it is not possible 
to differentiate whether an improvement in the process is caused by a corrective action done 
recently or due to other unknown factors. One method to standardize work is to conduct 
training for workers. All workers undergo same trainings so that everyone receives 
information from the same source. A typical training chart as shown in Figure 52 helps to give 
a quick overview of which worker is trained to do specific tasks. This allows the supervisor to 
assign properly trained workers to the various Takts in case of workers absent from work. 
 
Standardized work ensures the most efficient and safest use of people, equipment and 
materials to perform a certain task. Therefore it requires a break down of all tasks in a 
sequence of actions in order to identify the best practice to carry out the task. It is evident that 
developing standardized work procedures is a very tedious and time consuming task. 
Moreover it is a continuous cycle which never ends because the work process may change 
over time. It implies that all standardized work procedures need to be documented and 
monitored to ensure it is carried out as planned. It is understood that many workers will like to 
work their own way and may cause variation in the work process. If work procedures are not 
documented, the same worker performing the task maybe different each time since he used 
different actions to complete the same task. 
 
It is important that we get feedback from workers who are directly involved in 
executing the task. Active participation from these workers is crucial in implementation and 
fine tuning of standardized work. Standardized work consists of three elements namely takt 
time, work in progress and standardized work sequence. These elements allow one to 
systematically analyze the best practice to perform a task based on resources utilized and time 
needed using standard work analysis chart. The standard work analysis chart highlights the 
motions of the workers to perform a certain task which is broken down into subtasks in a 
sequence with respective timings. This overview enables us to identify where is the most time 
consuming subtask, redundant or overlapping activities and resources consumption rate. This 
information makes the problem more visible for further improvement through Kaizen 
activities. 
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Standardized work is one of the least understood Lean tools. But it is one of the more 
critical Lean tools that must be in place in order for successful Lean implementation within 
the organization. The benefits of implementing standardized work are simplified worker 
training, improved in safety, harmonized work process, reduced variation and clear baseline 
for improvement activities. Any variations in the work process will eventually create quality 
problems and thus incurring rework cost and scrapping of defective parts. Therefore it is 
important that we make these variations visible for improvement rather than allowing the 
workers to find out the best practice themselves through trial and error. 
 
In order for standardized work to be effective, work activities must be repeatable. If 
the task is conditional based on a set of criteria, it is difficult to set a baseline for 
measurement. Moreover unreliable equipment, machine breakdown and frequent quality 
issues will also affect the standardization process. An example of using standardized work to 
set a baseline is to measure the total cycle time needed for the D-Series machines. It is 
assumed that total cycle time of 10 machines for each of D1, D2 and D4 are recorded for 
standardization purpose as illustrated in Figure 53. These timings are plotted against each 
other for comparison and highlight presence of variations. 
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Figure 53: Total cycle time of Takt line for D-Series over 10 machines 
 
It is evident that all 3 product types show consistency in total cycle times since there 
are no huge variations detected over 10 machines. This chart is usually recorded in a 
standardized work chart so that a baseline can be defined for the total cycle time for each 
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product. The average total cycle times for each product are used as baselines for continuous 
improvement. Therefore values of 32.9 hours, 33.7 hours and 38.1 hours are used as total 
cycle time baselines for D1, D2 and D4 respectively. It is imperative that team leaders 
reviewed the recorded total cycle times against the baselines periodically so that they can 
identified what are the problems or bottlenecks when performing the tasks. As a consequence, 
new methods can be introduced to improve the existing work activities. This will form a basis 
for continuous improvement so that the total cycle times can be further reduced over time. 
Once standardized work is established, it is crucial that defects must be minimal and not 
passed to the next operation.  
 
Poka Yoke – Mistake Proofing 
 
Poka Yoke is a Lean tool which can help to reduce defects and stop fallouts from 
reaching to customers. There are three main elements of Poka Yoke namely error, defect and 
necessary conditions. It must be clear that errors do not necessarily result in defects whereas 
defects are caused by errors. The rational behind this statement is that an error liked pasting a 
label in a wrong orientation will not caused any defect to occur. However if a wire is 
connected in a wrong orientation, it may lead to short circuit and damage the circuitry. 
 
Poka Yoke also called as mistake proofing is a concept rather than a tool because it is 
a way of thinking and synthesizing problems. The objectives of Poka Yoke are to prevent 
wrong input into a process, to prevent making error during a process and to detect any error at 
the output. A rule of thumb when using Poka Yoke is that all humans make mistakes 
regardless of whatever situations. During the presence of certain necessary conditions liked 
lack of effective standard, large variety of parts mixed together and symmetry in a process, 
the likelihood of making mistakes will increase proportionally. It is a known fact that these 
conditions act as a catalyst for mistakes in any process.  
 
Therefore the strategies to eliminate errors are either imposed constraints like physical 
constraint or learnt constraint into the process, introduce a feedback mechanism to detect 
error, remove necessary conditions or implement automation. An example of introducing 
physical constraint is to insert a dummy pin into an electrical connector as shown in Figure 
54. During the design stage, a dummy pin can be incorporated into a connector. The dummy 
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pin will obstruct the connector from inserting into the mating connector when the orientation 
is wrong. 
 
 
Figure 54: Design incorporated mistake proofing using connector with dummy pin 
 
It is common that tools are mixed and stored together in a single storage box. But such 
action generates necessary condition which may lead to using wrong tools during assembly 
work at production floor since generic tools have same functionality. A good example of such 
situation is using torque wrench preset to wrong torque value. Therefore it is viable to remove 
this necessary condition by putting all tools needed to assemble a specific product inside a 
single container as illustrated in Figure 55. Tools stored in different containers are categorized 
according to different products. Hence it will reduce the probability of workers using wrong 
tools for their assembly work due to oversight. 
 
 
Figure 55: Specific tool containers of gantry jigs for each product 
 
Another way to eliminate error in the process is to introduce learnt constraint. Leant 
constraint can be implemented by using sign to indicate defective parts to avoid them being 
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passed to the next operation. Red tagging is an example of learnt constraint which is simple to 
implement in production to indicate defective parts as shown in Figure 56. All defective parts 
are attached with red tags where information about defects is written on them. This visual 
control helps to prevent workers from using the defective parts. These defective parts should 
be taken away from the production line and stored in a restricted area pending for further 
analysis. 
 
 
Figure 56: Red tagging of defective parts 
 
It is clear that by imposing constraints to the products or tools and making defects 
visible to everyone, the chances of defective parts being assembled into final products are 
greatly reduced. The general assumption is that humans can make mistakes and thus there will 
be production fallouts which can be avoided. Success of Poka Yoke depends on the 
experience and understanding on the process itself because mistake proofing can only be done 
if one can think of all possibilities on how things can go wrong. 
 
Kaizen – Continuous Improvement 
 
Kaizen is a specific form of action or on-the-job learning where people examine and 
critically question all activities that are performed in order to meet the needs of internal or 
external customers (Emiliani, 2005). It is also called continuous improvement which is the 
term used by many western organizations. It is very common that many organizations quality 
strategies will include continuous improvement as one of their core strategies. Workers are 
encouraged to think of ways to improve existing processes within the organization. Typical 
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examples of improvement are reduction in production time, reduced manpower, reduced floor 
space, improved first pass yield, increased throughput and many more.  
 
 
Figure 57: Kaizen and Management 
 
Most manufacturers often perceive that Kaizen is only applicable to the shop floor 
workers. While management is responsible for innovation, workers are to maintain and 
improve the operations over time. This paradigm is inaccurate because continuous 
improvement should be done across the whole organization if the organization wants to 
remain competitive. Therefore everyone from workers to top management should be involved 
in Kaizen activities as illustrated in Figure 57. Kaizen will be successful only when everyone 
is committed to improve the status quo and bring it up to the next higher level. 
 
 
Figure 58: Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle 
 
Every Kaizen activity will undergo the Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle as 
illustrated in Figure 58. The PDCA cycle is useful in Kaizen deployment because it involves 
all the necessary steps to execute process improvement activities. Other than PDCA, there 
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also other tools which are useful for Kaizen activities. Fishbone diagram is one of them where 
it helps to visually identify the root causes of an outcome but it does not quantify the level of 
correlation between different causes and the outcome (Bass, 2007). Tools liked 5 Whys, A3 
problem solving report and 7 quality tools are often used to complement Kaizen. 
 
 
Figure 59: Continuous improvement activity cycle 
 
It must be clear that Kaizen involves only small improvement of a process rather than 
a significant improvement within short period of time. Once standardization has been 
established, continuous improvement can then be executed. During each Kaizen activity, the 
process will improved incrementally and a huge improvement is achieved over time as shown 
in Figure 59. Every Kaizen activity will be executed according to the PDCA cycle. Note that 
continuous improvement is an on-going activity and thus high performance should be 
achieved over time.  
 
The only concern for such Kaizen activity is that the improvement in performance of a 
specific process will be getting lesser for each time the Kaizen activity is performed. This is 
true because over time, the performance will saturate at a certain peak level where further 
improvement is very minimal compared to the amount effort used. However it is sometimes 
difficult to distinguish whether a process performance is at its peak level or not. Therefore in 
such cases, it is advisable to select processes carefully for Kaizen activity because resources 
are being utilized. 
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Figure 60: Employee suggestion program workflow 
 
A common scenario to induce Kaizen activity in many organizations is to create 
employee suggestion program. There is often a reward to encourage workers to contribute 
ideas for work improvement. SCA has its own employee suggestion program as shown in 
Figure 60. Workers can submit any suggestions at anytime where they will be reviewed by 
panel of experts on that particular area. Workers whose suggestions are implemented in the 
organization will receive cash rewards and commendation letters as token of appreciation. 
 
     
Figure 61: Quality circles of D-series production teams 
 
Quality circles are groups of workers who meet up to discuss about quality 
improvement ideas with the objective of improving the existing processes. SCA has two 
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quality circles which are responsible for different products as shown in Figure 61. Each of 
these groups will focus on improvements for either the D1D2 or the D4 assembly works. 
These quality circles conducted regular process improvement meetings throughout the year. It 
is evident that quality circles are important factors for Kaizen deployment. 
 
It is often that many organizations tried to adopt Lean Manufacturing by simply 
utilizing Lean tools to improve their yields, quality or throughput which are associated with 
processes and products. They neglected the people element in Lean Manufacturing 
deployment which is vital to the success of Lean implementation in any organizations. If we 
were to analyze in detailed the principles behind Lean Manufacturing, people is a major 
contributor to assist organizations in gaining competitive advantages by removing wastes.  
Therefore people aspect in the proposed 3P Lean model is crucial since all Lean activities 
required commitment from workers and management. A Lean model without people aspect 
will never be successful or sustainable for long term. All Lean initiatives require people to 
drive them across the entire organization. 
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Chapter 6: Implementations and Discussion 
 
The three aspects of the proposed 3P Lean model have been analyzed in the previous 
chapters. Each of them complements one another in order to sustain Lean Manufacturing 
within the organization. These aspects highlighted the essence of Lean from different 
perspectives namely process, product and people. Despite all the Lean tools promising great 
improvement in the supply chain whether in terms of cost saving in manpower, floor space or 
inventory, the effectiveness of these tools will be prevalent only when it is used in the right 
way depending on the environment. 
 
Many organizations have jumped on to the bandwagon upon learning the benefits 
gained by implementing Lean Manufacturing. Selected groups of workers are sent for training 
and upon completion, they are expected to implement Lean within the organization. Workers 
are being driven to utilize Lean tools with expectation of getting great savings. Many quality 
circles are formed to generate as many ideas as possible for improvements. Senior 
management led numerous Lean projects to eliminate waste. 
 
All of these initiatives often lead organizations to incur higher cost while reaping in 
minimal benefits. Most are curious why their Lean initiatives failed to deliver the expected 
results. As a result, they reinstate their conventional manufacturing ways and everyone needs 
to readjust back to the norm. This is such a waste to invest so much resource into 
implementing Lean and then abandon the initiatives halfway through the journey. It 
contradicts the fundamental basis of Lean to eliminate waste. 
 
Lean Implementation Roadmap 
 
In order to avoid failure in Lean implementation, a structured Lean implementation 
roadmap must be defined. There are many implementation roadmaps introduced by various 
organizations to deploy Lean Manufacturing. Some involved few steps while others have 
more complex hierarchical execution phases. There is no rule of thumb which is the best 
roadmap to use to ensure success of Lean implementation. Therefore I proposed that the 3P 
Lean model be implemented in stages as illustrated in Figure 62. 
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Figure 62: 3P Lean model implementation roadmap 
 
The 3P Lean model implementation roadmap consists of five phases: Plan, Apply, 
Execute, Integrate and Transform. Note that durations for each phase depend on scope and 
resources allocated by top management since the three main constraints in any project are 
scope, time and cost (PMI, 2004). All the activities to be carried out for each phase are based 
on the existing scenario where SCA intends to implement Lean Manufacturing in its supply 
chain excluding suppliers and distribution channels.  
 
PLAN  Perform pre-assessment, define objectives and key measurements, top 
management approval, establish Lean organization team, initiate change 
management. 
APPLY  Deploy 5S, Standardize Work, Poka Yoke, Value Stream Mapping, line 
balancing techniques. 
EXECUTE  Execute JIT, Kanban system, Heijunka, Cellular manufacturing, interface 
with ERP system. 
INTEGRATE  Involve all employees, job rotation, empowerment, quality circles, workers 
commitment, training or awareness briefing, realign strategy. 
TRANSFORM  Promote continuous improvement, PDCA, employee suggestion, Lean 
leadership and culture, performance monitoring. 
 
During the Plan phase, a pre-assessment of existing processes in the supply chain 
should be carried out so that objectives and key measurements can be defined in the business 
case. Upon completion of the business case, top management buy-in and approval are 
necessary so that necessary resources can be allocated. It also serves as evidence of 
management commitment towards the Lean implementation. A Lean organization team must 
be form to steer all Lean activities and change management. It is anticipated that team 
members will undergo various stages of group development and relationships: forming, 
storming, norming and performing as shown in Figure 63 (Tuckman, 1965). 
 
   
 
  
PLAN APPLY EXECUTE INTEGRATE TRANSFORM 
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Figure 63: Tuckman’s model on team development 
 
Once Plan phase is completed, we can initiate the Apply phase. Various Lean tools 
like 5S, Standardized Work, Poka Yoke, Value Stream Mapping and line balancing can be 
implemented into the production line. Future state map derived from the value stream 
mapping is a good source of information for Lean implementation roadmap because it 
indicates areas which need further improvement. We can then commence Execute phase 
where we plan layouts for work cells and implement Kanban pull system. In order to achieve 
a single piece flow line and Just-in-Time, production smoothing via Heijunka is initiated to 
ensure customer demand is always fulfilled despite lesser resources is being utilized. It is 
imperative that all these Lean activities need to be integrated into the enterprise resource 
planning (ERP) system liked SAP R/3. 
 
The next stage of implementation is the Integrate phase. Here we need to involve 
workers from shop floor and create awareness of the Lean initiatives. It is important that all 
stakeholders are well informed of the implementation status. Communication ranks high 
among factors leading to success of a project (Verzuh, 2005). They need to be trained cross 
functional so that they are able to perform multiple tasks resulting in flexibility. Workers must 
also be empowered to make certain decisions so that they take ownerships and responsibilities 
of their own work. They can formed quality circles and brainstorm together to find ways for 
further improvement. Brainstorming was introduced by Alex Osborne in 1930s where it is 
used in groups to support creative problem-solving, the generation of new ideas and greater 
acceptance of proposed solutions (Balackova, 2003). Management may need to realign the 
Lean initiative to ensure they are inline with the corporate strategy.  
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Figure 64: Personal behavior towards change model 
 
When all employees are committed to the Lean initiatives, a Lean culture is formed 
within the organization. This indirectly triggered the final Transform phase where everyone is 
responsible to produce quality products based on customer requirements. Quality is degree to 
which a set of inherent characteristics fulfils requirements (Singapore Standard, 2005). 
Workers generate ideas for improvements at workplace which will be screened by top 
management for feasibility studies. Upon approval from top management, the suggestions can 
be realized in the production line. This demonstrates leaders who support Lean and active 
participation from shop floor workers. Note that any changes will always lead to resistance 
from some workers as illustrated in Figure 64. Therefore it is imperative that the steering 
committee must be sensitive when handling dissatisfied workers. All the Lean initiatives must 
be institutionalize by continuous improvement using PDCA cycle and monitoring of key 
performance indicators. 
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Figure 65: Lean assessment 
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In order to monitor the maturity of Lean implementation in the supply chain, a Lean 
assessment as shown in Figure 65 should be carried out periodically. The Lean assessment 
should be evaluated against factors which are good indicators on how effective SCA is 
embracing Lean Manufacturing. Ideally all of the factors have high ratings and sustainable. 
However constant review of the Lean assessment is necessary so that the Lean initiatives will 
not diminished over time. Everyone must be committed to eliminate waste and be flexible in 
their work in order to meet customer demands.   
 
Implementation Outcomes 
 
In the event of successful implementation of the 3P Lean model in the supply chain of 
SCA, it is expected that improvements will be achieved in the three aspects of Process, 
Product and People. Ideally all of the improvements are sustainable since it follows the PDCA 
cycle where it is a continuous cycle of incremental improvements over time. In order for us to 
analyze in details all of these improvements gained, we need to identify why such 
improvements can be achieved and their comparisons with previous manufacturing practices.  
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Figure 66: Cycle time reduction 
 
Figure 66 shows the improvement in total cycle time to produce the various products 
of SCA. D1, D2 and D4 have total cycle time of 43 hours, 45 hours and 50.5 hours 
respectively based on the previous manufacturing practice. However with the implementation 
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of takt time, all three products can be produced within total cycle time of 39.375 hours. This 
is a significant cycle time reduction ranging from 8.43% to 22.03%. Major part of the 
previous cycle times consist of Muda wastes like waiting, motion and transportation. 
Therefore once these wastes are identified and removed from the production lines, significant 
cycle time reduction can be achieved. 
 
The future state map of value stream mapping also helped to integrate the two 
production lines D1D2 and D4 into a single production line which is common for all three 
product types. Since both production lines are streamlined into a single production line, 
wastes like waiting, motion and transportation can further be reduced.  Each of the nine Takt 
is timed for 4.375 hours in order to meet customer demand of 10 machines every week. The 
lead times of D1D2 and D4 from 52.25 hours and 62 hours respectively have also been 
reduced drastically to 41.625 hours. Such significant reduction in lead time enabled SCA to 
react faster to customer orders and be flexible in any changes of customer orders.  
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Figure 67: Manpower reduction 
 
Other than reduction in total cycle time is achieved, the line balancing using Takt time 
has also caused lesser manpower needed to produce the same amount of machines per week. 
The total head count based on the previous manufacturing practice was 28 while the new Lean 
production line only needs 22 as illustrated in Figure 67. Note that not all 22 workers are 
stationed in the production line. Since each Takt only requires 2 workers, the total number of 
workers in the production line is 18 while the remaining 4 workers will served as backup in 
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case of workers are absent from work. The surplus workers will also act as material handlers 
to ensure all materials are replenished while they are being consumed in the production line. 
 
Although it is good to require lesser workers for the production line, it inherently 
makes the workers becoming more crucial for the supply chain. A lean workforce will forced 
management to ensure that these workers are satisfied with their jobs. A high turnover rate 
will eventually collapse the entire supply chain if the situation is not under controlled. 
Moreover it may also lead to higher wage increments for the workers because they know that 
their roles in the supply chain are very critical. The key to solving this problem is to 
understand the needs of these workers. Every workers has different needs and not necessary in 
term on higher salary. Sometimes they need recognition of their works within the 
organization. Although they are only shop floor workers, the management must appreciates 
their contributions toward the success of the organization.  
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Figure 68: Floor space reduction 
 
The integration of both production lines into a single production line will also require 
less floor space for production work. The total floor space required based on the previous 
manufacturing practice is 1,357m2 while the new production line only required 724m2 as 
shown in Figure 68. These total floor spaces needed consist of floor space occupied by actual 
production lines and the area for storage of finished good inventory. It is evident that a 
significant reduction of 46.65% in floor space needed is achieved with the introduction of new 
Takt line. The new production floor layout helped to free up floor spaces for further 
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expansion in the production line especially for new production introduction. This will avoid 
any unnecessary rental of additional floor spaces which is a waste of unutilized resources. 
 
Other than smaller floor space is needed for the new Takt line, it can be observed that 
the new production floor layout is designed in such a way that the material flow in a single 
direction and the output of finished good flows to only one storage area. This will reduce the 
amount of time needed for transporting the finished goods unlike the previous production 
floor layout which has two different storage areas. This means movements of machines are 
kept to minimal which leads to improvement in safety and time. 
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Figure 69: Inventory reduction 
 
Inventory is one of the seven wastes as defined in Lean Manufacturing. Therefore with 
the introduction of Kanban pull system and Heijunka, the amount of inventory needed has 
been reduced drastically from $5.71 million to $3.47 million as illustrated in Figure 69. This 
is a reduction of 39.36% in term of inventory value which means additional cash flow for the 
organization. A healthy cash flow will help the organization to seize any good business 
opportunities available and improve on confidence of payments to suppliers. Good business 
relationship with suppliers will indirectly ensure higher occurrence of on-time delivery of raw 
materials. It is noted that suppliers play a key role in any Lean supply chain because an 
irregular flow of raw materials will caused the whole supply chain to breakdown and 
customer demand cannot be fulfilled. 
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In addition to the inventory getting lesser, the amount of storage area for inventories 
will also be reduced accordingly. This means warehouse area can be reduced leading to 
additional savings in term of rental cost. Note that the inventory accounted only for the work 
in progress, finished goods and raw material of machine frames. Other minor raw materials or 
sub-assemblies are not included due to their small values in relative to the machine frame 
value. This means the actual savings in term of inventory value is more that just 39.36% as 
mentioned earlier. Nevertheless it gave us a good estimation of the potential saving gained if 
we were to adopt Lean Manufacturing in the supply chain. 
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Figure 70: Rework cost reduction 
 
People aspect is important for Lean implementation in any organization. One way to 
measure this aspect is by monitoring the quality of finished goods especially on the rework 
cost due to non-conformance against specifications. The total rework cost for one year from 
June 2007 till May 2008 for SCA was $83,240 as shown in Figure 70. Assuming that the 
rework cost can be reduced by 60% which is about $49,944, it is definitely a savings to total 
production cost for the finished products. Note that this rework cost only considers the labor 
cost for doing rework. It did not consider materials for replacement and resources like 
equipment used for the rework.  
 
The measurement based on cost of non-conformance can sometimes be inaccurate if 
majority of materials received from suppliers contain quality issues due to manufacturing 
defects. It will give a wrong indication on the quality level of SCA production team. However 
it is difficult to measure people contributions toward Lean Manufacturing because 
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competency and flexibility are not easily measurable. First pass yield is often used to gauge 
the quality level of production in manufacturing industry. But it is also unable to differentiate 
defects due to poor workmanship or material defects. Hence it is sufficient that we used the 
cost for rework time to measure the quality level of the production team. 
 
Tangible and intangible benefits 
 
The main objective of adopting Lean Manufacturing for SCA supply chain is to gain 
competitive advantage against its competitors. Cost leadership will enable SCA to market its 
products at more competitive pricing and with good quality level. It is imperative that 
competitive pricing does not necessary means lowering the price and thus lower profit 
margins. It simply means selling the products at a lower price to gain more market share and 
yet maintain or increase in profit margin. This is only possible if the total production cost is 
much lower than previous production cost. 
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Figure 71: Potential financial savings via Lean Manufacturing 
 
If we were to calculate all improvements made by adopting Lean Manufacturing in 
SCA supply chain, we can expect a potential savings of $3.15 million per annum. It can be 
seen that majority of the savings is derived from the inventory which is accounted for $2.25 
million per annum as illustrated in Figure 71. This saving consists of cycle time reduction, 
lesser floor space, less manpower, lower inventory level and reduced labor cost for rework 
which are translated in to monetary term for ease of comparison. Note that the total potential 
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savings does not include other indirect savings liked smaller warehouse space due to lesser 
inventory, less manpower needed for transaction, order processing and planning, and 
unnecessary rental of additional space for further expansion in production line. 
 
Therefore the actual amount that truly reflects the entire potential saving definitely 
exceeds $3.15 million per annum. Although reduction in inventory level contributes the most 
savings, it is not sustainable for the next year because the inventory level cannot be reduced 
significantly for subsequent years. But it does not mean that we are unable to achieve 
significant savings for the next fiscal year via Lean Manufacturing. It simply implied that we 
need to further explore any hidden factories which are not easily visible. Therefore we need to 
walk through the entire production process from order processing till delivery of finished 
goods. Feedback from shop floor workers is a good source of information which can be 
transformed into actions for further improvements. 
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Figure 72: Contribution from different factors towards total potential savings 
 
Figure 72 shows the contribution to total savings from different factors. Inventory 
reduction accounted for 71% of the total potential savings followed by cycle time reduction 
which is 14%. Although contribution from rework cost of 2% is the least, we can definitely 
reduce this amount ideally to zero. But in reality, it is very difficult because the defective 
parts could be due to manufacturing defect or fallout. It is important that we recognize the 
current distribution of savings from each factors under the three main aspects may change 
over time depending on the business and workplace environments. There are many other 
factors which are not included in the calculation of total savings because the mentioned Lean 
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initiatives did not have a direct impact of them. One good example will be the enterprise 
resource planning (ERP) system. Although the Lean initiatives need support from the ERP 
system, they do not have direct effect on the system itself. On the contrary, if we were to 
deploy a Lean initiative to simplify the ERP system for order processing, production planning 
and logistics, it will have a direct impact to the total savings because of shorter time needed 
and lower inventory level. 
 
Other than tangible benefits which can be gained by adopting Lean Manufacturing, 
there are also other intangible benefits which are not easily measureable or translated into 
monetary term for comparison. Typical examples of these intangible benefits are flexibility in 
producing at different volume and mix, synergy within workforce, high competency, 
customer satisfaction due to shorter lead time and higher quality, and improved branding or 
prestige within industry. These benefits have indirect impact on the organizations 
competitiveness which gives it an edge over the competitors. Decision from customers does 
not entirely affected by pricing but also other factors like quality, after sales service, 
performance and reliability. 
 
It is clear that the proposed 3P Lean model can help SCA to achieve its strategic goal 
of gaining cost leadership in order to have competitive advantage over its competitors. The 
proposed 3P Lean implementation roadmap complements the 3P Lean model to ensure 
successful deployment of Lean Manufacturing in SCA supply chain. Although the Lean 
initiatives did not cover suppliers and distribution channel, it was observed that significant 
savings can still be achieved. This will enable SCA to offer more competitive pricing to its 
customers without affecting the profit margins. As a result, it is possible for SCA to gain more 
market share and remain as one of the top tier supplier of SMT placement machines. 
Furthermore, SCA indirectly also build its core competency within the supply chain in term of 
technical know-how because its workers are cross trained to carry out multiple tasks and 
empowered to make certain decisions. A strong cohesive team is formed and contributed to 
the synergy of the organizations strength.  
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
Many organizations decided to adopt Lean Manufacturing for reasons of cost savings 
by eliminating wastes. There were many success stories documented in literatures or journals 
to reinforce the statement that Lean is the answer to cost reduction. Therefore it is obvious 
that top management made clear business decisions to proceed with Lean implementation. 
Unfortunately they failed to realize that Lean Manufacturing is not a silver bullet that will 
definitely reduce their production cost in order to gain competitive advantage. Despite all the 
good publicities of Lean, there are many organizations ended up with high investment cost but 
low return in term of savings. Most of them will eventually return back to their conventional 
manufacturing processes which are filled with wastes. 
 
It must be understood that Lean has its own limitations and not a universal solution to 
reduce production cost. The objective of Lean is to eliminate waste but not all non-value 
added activities can be totally removed since some of them are mandatory for legislation 
purpose. There is only a very thin silver lining to differentiate between value added and non-
value added activities. The definition of value is determined by customers themselves and 
each of them has different perceptions according to their needs. An example like increasing 
the placement speed may not be a value to customers who emphasized more on accuracy 
rather than speed. Therefore value to one customer may be a waste to another customer. It is 
obvious that differentiating value added and non-value added activity is a difficult task to do 
since the one who is making this decision is the seller and not the buyer.  
 
Another limitation of Lean is the production concept used for implementation. One 
may end up with very different, even conflicting prescriptions for production depending on 
what basic concept is selected. An example would be transformation model encourages using 
buffers between workstations while flow model aims to eliminate buffers (Koskela, 2004). It 
demonstrates that different models will affect the production factors allocation. Nevertheless 
Lean indeed can help organizations to save a lot by eliminating the seven Muda wastes. It is 
necessary that management understand the implication of adopting Lean and the results need 
time to slowly reach significant improvements. It is not possible to reach a high maturity in 
Lean implementation within short period of time. 
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Conclusions 
 
SCA has been one of the top SMT placement machine manufacturers worldwide. But 
recently it is facing fierce competition from competitors who are giving tough fight to gain 
additional share of the saturated market. The number of competitors is small but they pose a 
great threat to the survival of SCA to remain as a big player in the SMT industry. Many of 
them are able to offer machines at lower price while their machine performances are 
comparable to the SIPLACE machines. Therefore SCA has slowly lost its competitiveness 
and the market share began to shrink. This eventually forced SCA to revitalize its growth 
strategy in order to sustain profitability in long term. One of the approaches that SCA has 
decided to focus on is to become cost leadership in the SMT industry. Thus in order to 
achieve cost leadership, SCA can adopt Lean Manufacturing for its supply chain. Once the 
production costs of SIPLACE machines have been reduced, SCA will be able to offer more 
competitive pricing to its customers. This will not have any impact on its profit margins 
because the production costs have been lower significantly to offset the price reduction. 
 
There are many frameworks available for Lean Manufacturing which is being used by 
different organizations. One of the most well-known frameworks is the Toyota Production 
System. It has 14 principles which are represented by the 4P model of Toyota Way. Since the 
14 principles involve the entire organization level, it is not suitable for our scope which is 
limited only to the supply chain, and not inclusive of the suppliers and distribution channels. 
As a result, a 3P Lean model was proposed for this application which comprises of three main 
aspects namely Process, Product and People. The three aspects cover the key elements of 
Lean Manufacturing which are vital to eliminate the seven Muda wastes. Process aspect 
involves analyzing processes which define how to manufacture placement machines from raw 
materials till become finished goods. Product aspect encompasses flow of materials 
throughout the entire supply chain. Basically it focuses on how materials flow into the 
production lines in order to build the end products. The People aspect entails participation of 
workers who are involved in the supply chain to produce quality products. 
 
There are several Lean tools used to improve on the Process aspect of the 3P Lean 
model. One of them is the value stream mapping which help to show the flow of value stream 
in the supply chain. A process mapping was conducted initially to identify all key processes in 
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the supply chain. Then a walkthrough of the entire process was done in order to derive the 
current state map. Once the current state map was completed, it was found that there are many 
wastes integrated inside the supply chain. There are many unnecessary transportation and 
motion within the production lines. Furthermore there are many occasions where workers are 
waiting for parts which are delayed due to late shipment from suppliers. A future state map 
was then defined to maximize all resources and to minimize or remove all non-value added 
activities from the supply chain. Takt time was used as design parameter to ensure customer 
demand is always met. The cycle time and lead time for all products have been reduced 
significantly which enable SCA to respond faster to customer orders. After that several 
improvement activities have been identified which paves way for the implementation 
roadmap. 
 
Other than value stream mapping being used to map out the entire supply chain, 
cellular manufacturing concept was also being implemented to complement the future state 
map. Since the existing two production lines are combined to only one production line, it is 
necessary that production floor layout will need to be changed. There is only one work cell 
needed which comprises of nine Takts. Ideally work cell would have all needed parts located 
very close together to process a work in progress and single-piece flow of materials between 
operations. This system improves the ability to trace defects back to the task that caused them 
and would eliminate nearly all of the transportation and storage of parts between operations 
(Taj, Cochran, Duda and Linck, 1998). The cellular manufacturing concept enabled smaller 
floor space needed for SIPLACE machine production. All unused floor space can be utilized 
for further production line expansion without incurring additional rental. 
 
Just-In-Time and Kanban pull system are implemented to improve on the Product 
aspect to maximize materials utilization and waste reduction. Materials are being pulled upon 
customer order received rather than push through the production line. There are no WIP 
between each Takt because it uses first-in first-out (FIFO) practice. Hence the inventory for 
raw materials liked machine frames and work in progress can be reduced drastically. Since the 
inventory level becomes lesser, the total area needed for inventory storage can be reduced. 
Suppliers must be able to deliver parts quickly during ramp up period due to the much 
lowered inventory level. This implies that the suppliers should ideally be situated near to SCA 
that is within Singapore. But in reality, many of SCA suppliers are located in different 
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countries and most parts are sent by ship. Therefore it is critical to have good production 
planning to avoid material shortages which will affect the production line. 
 
Customer demand tend to fluctuate very often and difficult to predict for production 
planning purpose. Instead of ramping up and down production which will definitely stress the 
supply chain to its limit, production leveling with Heijunka was used to minimize the 
bullwhip effect. This allows SCA to meet different production volume and mix without 
increasing capacity. Heijunka basically help to schedule the production to produce different 
products in order to meet customer demand without needing to have large number of finished 
goods acting as buffer and waiting to be dispatched to customers. A large finished goods 
buffer will be very costly and it is a waste because SCA cash flow is tied down by these 
buffer machines. Fortunately the number of buffer machines has been reduced significantly 
with the implementation of Heijunka. 
 
 Several Lean tools like 5S, standardized work, Poka Yoke and Kaizen are being 
implemented to improve on the People aspect. These Lean tools helped to enhance the 
product quality which is critical to gain competitive advantage. 5S creates a working 
environment which is conducive for workers to work more efficiently and safely. It makes the 
workplace well-organized and workers need not waste time searching for tools. Standardized 
work assists in defining the best practices to perform tasks so that resources are being fully 
utilized. It also ensures work consistency and act as baseline for further improvement. Poka 
Yoke prevents workers from making mistakes and minimizes the likelihood of defective parts 
being used in the production line. Kaizen is continuous improvement which is a good catalyst 
for change but not a major cultural change. Quality circles are necessity for Kaizen and 
ideally consist of teams that rely on collective knowledge to spur innovation. However 
managers often are leading these teams who work independently of other team members 
without much consultation or collaboration (Mehri, 2006). The managers are merely 
interested to find solution quickly to resolve the issues. This scenario is a typical Kaizen blitz 
which focuses on quick fix and will not work due to its rapidity. In other words, one cannot 
Kaizen its way to Lean and only simple solutions will sustain for long term. 
 
A 3P Lean implementation roadmap was proposed to ensure successful deployment 
within the SCA supply chain. The five main stages: Plan, Apply, Execute, Integrate and 
Transform, enables the entire Lean initiative to be implemented sequentially so that SCA can 
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build on a Lean culture in its supply chain and harness the synergy within its workforce. 
Therefore we can draw some conclusions on implementing Lean Manufacturing in SCA 
supply chain as follows: 
 
x 3P Lean model framework is suitable for SCA. 
x Significant savings have been achieved within the three key aspects. 
x Implementation roadmap ensured success of Lean deployment. 
x SCA can achieve operational excellence for its supply chain. 
x Cost leadership strategy is attainable for growth and market positioning. 
 
As a conclusion, SCA needs to adopt Lean Manufacturing in order to have 
competitive advantage over its competitors. As a consequence of operational excellence in the 
supply chain, SCA will be able to offer more competitive pricing to its customers with the 
objective of gaining more market share. 
 
Recommendations 
 
Six Sigma has been gaining popularity among manufacturers for past recent years. 
This raises a question why SCA should adopt Lean Manufacturing instead of Six Sigma. 
Organizations like Motorola and General Electric which have adopted Six Sigma approach 
reported huge savings and the results are achieved within short period of time. Therefore it is 
necessary that we understand the reason for choosing Lean deployment and differences 
between Lean and Six Sigma. Both Lean and Six Sigma are process improvement 
methodologies where Lean eliminates waste while Six Sigma aims to reduce variation using 
statistical approaches. In fact we should not think of either use Lean or Six Sigma but rather 
how we can use them together to increase effectiveness since they share many similar tools. 
Many organizations that adopt both methodologies which sometimes called Lean Sigma 
reported achieving great success. It is recommended to use Lean to engage low hanging 
fruit which is identifying waste while Six Sigma is used to solve more complex problems. 
Since SCA is a relatively new organization which was established about four years ago, it is 
advisable to implement Lean to stabilize all processes before adopting Six Sigma. 
Nevertheless both methodologies can work independently and thus we do not need to be using 
Six Sigma in order to take advantage of Lean. 
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Instead of implementing Lean within a limited scope of the supply chain, SCA can 
also extend the Lean initiatives to cover the entire supply chain from suppliers till 
distributions. It is analogous to horizontal integration where both suppliers and distributions 
are perceived as part of the supply chain. An organization cannot achieve full operational 
excellence without the participation of suppliers and distributions. Though we can proceed 
with the existing scope, SCA should deploy at a wider scope once the Lean initiatives are 
proven successful. It is important that SCA assists its suppliers to reduce wastes in return the 
parts supplied are better quality with higher first pass yield. Therefore suppliers can sell their 
parts at lower price to SCA which leads to lower production cost. Distribution channels also 
play an important role in the supply chain. When these channels are able to minimize their 
transportation and processing which are wastes, the cost for delivering to customers sites will 
be lower. 
 
SCA can also extend the Lean initiatives to company wide level and not limited to 
supply chain. SCA is recommended to deploy Lean to the extent of Lean enterprise. In other 
words, Lean is deployed in all functional departments within the organization. A Lean 
corporate culture can be achieved where every worker is responsible to make all wastes 
visible so that they can be removed or minimized via continuous improvement activities. An 
example would be deploying Lean in the development department. The development 
department can strengthen Design For X (DFX) methodologies to improve the 
manufacturability and testability at the design stage (Sakai, Sugano and Maeda, 2007). This 
will eventually lead to better quality products which have less quality issue, more robust to 
environment and reduction in lead time. It is similar to a vertical integration where different 
functional departments have direct linked to the supply chain. Note that SCA should not apply 
all Lean tools to every department for the sake of achieving Lean enterprise. SCA should only 
use suitable Lean tools for waste elimination. 
 
Future research 
 
If SCA planned to achieve operational excellence in the SMT industry, it is necessary 
for SCA to explore other methodologies which are vital to business growth. One of them is to 
implement an extended value stream mapping. The value stream does not start from the 
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warehouse and end at the production line. In fact the value stream begins at suppliers and end 
at customers or to be more accurate at distribution channels. The distribution channels are 
responsible to ensure the products can be reached by customers. Once the extended future 
state map is defined, we are able to identify wastes and the improvement activities needed. 
 
Other than using standardized work to identify wastes in the sequence of tasks, 
predetermined motion time systems (PMTS) can be utilized to complement Lean. Some 
examples of predetermined motion time systems are Methods Time Measurement (MTM) and 
Maynard Operation Sequence Technique (MOST). These time study techniques break down 
into motion level rather than task level to obtain timing for each type of motion. Each task 
consists of many types of motion and repetitions. Factoring are added in calculated time to 
take into account of fatigue, gender, age and other elements that has impact on the motion 
timings. These time studies are quite accurate and removed any unnecessary motions or 
waiting time. The only drawback of these methods is that they are tedious and not suitable for 
highly manual and non-repetitive works. 
 
During Kaizen activities, team members of quality circles typically utilized 5 Whys 
and A3 problem solving report to highlight the problem and brainstorm to find out a solution. 
However such problem solving method has its limitations. The probability of finding the 
solution is limited by the experiences or expertise of the team members. Instead of trying to 
solve the problem from technical viewpoint, we can also apply creative problem solving 
methods. Some examples of creative problem solving methods are Pugh method and TRIZ. 
Pugh method enables one to find the best solution without any disadvantages or limitations. 
TRIZ or also called theory of inventive problem solving (TIPS) is a methodology to generate 
innovative ideas and solutions for problem solving. Most problems can be solved by more 
than one solution. Hence it is beneficial to adopt these problem solving methods when 
conventional problem solving methods failed. 
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Appendix B: Formulae 
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TimeLeadTotalStockSafetyDemandAverageKanban  1#   
 
¦ timeCycletimeLead  
 
salaryMonthlyreducedstaffofNosavingsManpower uu .13  
 
sizePacktimeTaktPitch u        
 
TimeLeadTotal
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